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A FAST COURSE 

IN LEADERSHIP! 
Britain's top skiers can't afford to 
compromise when it comes to 
choosing ski equipment. 

Wherever you look — on artificial 
slopes, on Scottish snow or in the Alps 
the best skiers and racers are using 
Dynastar skis, Look bindings and 
Nordica ski boots. 

Catch up with Britain's best, find out 
about Dynastar, Look and Nordica at 
your local specialist. 

Fol low the Leaders 
• LESLEY BECK £vS!K~ BS35 

Brmsh Slalom Champion, British Giant 
Slalom Champion, 1986 Nor-Am 
Championships, Bronze Medal North of 
Scotland Giant Slalom Champion. West of 
Scotland Slalom Champion. 

• NIC FELLOWS Astgi- ™ = £ H K * 
Lowianders Slalom I st. Scottish 
Championships Giant Slalom 3rd, Scottish 
Championships Combined 2nd. 

J , VANESSA HARRISON A s s - BSRS AbfiWC* 
British Junior Giant Slalom Champion, 
British Senior Slalom 3rd, North of Scotland 
Slalom 1st, North of Scotland Giant Slalom 
2nd, Scottish Championships Slalom 3rd, 
Scottish Championships intermediate 
Slalom 1st. 

• RODDY LANGMUIR £ & S » OSES fomKA 
East of Scotland Slalom Champion, East of 
Scotland Giant Slalom Champion, North of 
Scotland Giant Slalom 3rd, Nordica Dual 
Slalom 2nd. 

• DIERDRIE ANGELLA A s s - S5SS /foeva 
British Children II Giant Slalom Champion. 
British Children II Slalom Champion. 

• ROSS BLYTH &S£&~. &GBS i*WWM 
North of Scotland Giant Slalom Champion. 
West of Scotland Giant Slalom Champion, 
West of Scotland Slalom 2nd. 

• LISA CHRISTIE ^ S K * , zzs.s foam 
East of Scotland Slalom Champion, West of 
Scotland Slalom 2nd. West of Scotland 
Giant Slalom 3rd. 

• SEAN LANGMUIR A«S». t53B= AfiftW 
Scottish Championships Slalom 2nd, 
Scottish Championships Combined 3rd. 
West of Scotland Slalom Champion. North 
of Scotland Slalom 3rd 

• KIRSTEN CAIRNS Asa.- BS» faaa 
Scottish Championships Slalom 1st 

• COLIN BECK AaSft- &5SS OoUKA 
East of Scotland Combined 3rd 

• FELICITY BLYTH ^ i ? ™ S3ES fatDKA 
Nordica Dual Slalom Ladies Champion 

• ROBERT ROSTOCK . & » * « SStS tfwwa 
Scottish intermediate Slalom 1st. British 
Junior Championships Combined 3rd. 

• SACHA ORR £ s s u . r ^ = towa 
British Junior Giant Slalom 2nd. East of 
Scotland Combined 3rd 

• ROBBIE HOURMONT SSSS fotoKA 
British Junior Slalom Champion British 
Junior Giant Slalom 2nd. 

• PAUL HOURMONT K S S foam 
U.S. Pro Circuit 

Artificial Slope Racing 
• NIC FELLOWS ^ i J S _ S35S fofSXi 

Westgate insurance Grand Prix Champion 
• ALAN MCGREGOR &Si¥~. £3E= foam 

British Artificial Slope Champion. British 
Artificial Giant Slalom 3rd. Commonwealth 
Games Dual Slalom Champion 

• SEAN LANGMUIR &SL%~ 5355 itXUOt 
British Artificial Giant Slalom 2nd. British 
Artificial Junior Champion. 

• BERNARD GRAY ^SSK— ZSSS /foam 
British Artificial Slalom 2nd- . 

• VALERIE SCOTT ssss /fowu 
British Artificial Slalom Champion. British 
Artificial Giant Slalom Champion 

• VANESSA HARRISON ^ S f t - S55B Ama 
British Artificial Giant Slalom 2nd. British 
Artificial Combined 2nd. 

Freestyle 
• LESLEY BECK £ « ; * - M l 

British Mogul Champion 
• MIKE WHEALEY . & » * - . ESS* HomKA 

World Championships. Aerials, 7th. World 
Cup Grand Prix Combined 9th. British Ballet 
Championships 3rd 

Demonstrations 
JEFF GARNER 
A L A N MCGREGOR 
SUE DICKSON 
PHIL SMITH 
JIMMY SMITH 
KENNY DICKSON 

1987 B.ASI 
InterSki 
Demonstration 
Team Members 

MNnsmn L O O K ! UtORDICA 
Write for full colour brochures to: CLUB DYNASTAR, Europa Wintersport, Ann Street, Kendal, Cumbria LA9 6AB 
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Made-to-Measure Holidays 
off-piste again this year! 

Our reservations service includes: 
• Flights Gatwick/Beme @ £110—£121 and connecting coach to 
Lauterbrunnen @ £20 p.p. return. 
• Hotel Reservations-any hotel in Wengen. 
• Discount on Ski passes and Ski hire. 
• Daily Swiss Air flights from Heathrow and Manchester. 
• Martin Epp powder course Wengen Feb. 28th (1 wk.). 
• Martin Epp off piste traverse Wengen—Anderhatt March 7th. 

MADE TO MEASURE HOLIDAYS LTD 
P.O. Box 40, CHICHESTER, WEST SUSSEX P018 8HA 
Telephone: 0243 574333 ATOL 1006B 
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BEING THE ANNUAL JOURNAL OF THE DOWNHILL ONLY CLUB 
WHICH WAS FOUNDED IN WENGEN ON 7™ FEBRUARY 1925. 

HON. EDITOR : BRIGADIER D. F. RYAN, LODWICK, MONXTON, HAMPSHIRE 

JDITOWIAL 

Insanabile Cacoethes Scribendi 
Editors with an insatiable itch to write are vulnerable to the old heave-ho as we all know, however, 
blurring still further the already ghostly faint line separating what I take to be right ('duty') and what is 
therefore wrong ('what I can't get away with'), I have allowed my itch to project me into the following 
plug and incidentally as mixed a metaphor as ever sullied these pages. 

Di Lewthwaite of Ski Supertravel has some chalet places going in Wengen starting on the 10th and 
17th January for a week. There is a special price for DHO members: please telephone her at 01-584 
5060. 

Kirchenglocke Murren 
Those of you who were skiing in the first part of February will remember a small and ad-hoc raffle got up 
by, I think, Linnet Waghorn and a lot of other helpers to raise money for the clock on the church at 
Murren. Well you will be glad to know that a substantial sum was raised and 'den DHO — Mitgliedern 
fur Ihre spontane Unterstutzung' were duly thanked. 

11 those not here stand up! 
If you are not reading this it's probably because you've been struck off the Membership List. The reason 
for this drastic action is because for the last few years your subscription has been at the old rate of £3. 

he subscription is now £5. The only members entitled to remain at £3 are those who joined before 
1940. 

If you want to read this, renew your subscription by writing to the Membership Secretary, Mrs M 
arx, 28 Kensington Heights, Campden Hill Road, London W8 7BD. 
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Aerial 

Wengen£ Mannlichen 
Ropeway 

ms.As 

* \ ''V A \ 

the starting point of one of the most beautiful ski runs in the Alps and doubtless the most perfect one in the Bernese 
Oberland is reached from Wengen in 7 minutes. 
Beside the easy wide open slopes with plenty of powder snow, well cared runs for courses are always kept open 
Drop of altitude 4,500ft. over a distance of about 7 miles. Ski-lift Laeger-Mannlichen, good snow conditions even in 
April. 
SPECIAL AEROPLANE SERVICE FOR SKIING IN THE HIGH MOUNTAINS 
Many starting points for the longest and most beautiful ski-runs in the high mountains of the Jungfrau area, which 
before could only be approached by long and toilsome ascents on ski reached now with aeroplanes taking off from 
Mannlichen with trained glacier pilots. 
Some of these beautiful glacier runs are: 
Petersgrat-Stechelberg (Lauterbrunnen Valley), Ebnefluh - Hollandia Hut 
Hut — Fiesch, Rosenegg — Rosenlaui — Meiringen. 

Blatten, Fiescherhorn — Finsteraarhorn 
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Our Image 
Our Publicity Officer, Freddie Whitelaw, does his best with our image. He points peripatetic 
correspondents towards the Trainees and even the Coggins but history shows that they are more likely to 
be diverted by what they see as the loonier members of the DHO. This may come as a surprise to you but 
if Freddie is not to be driven witless endeavouring to show us in our true colours as a thrusting, dynamic, 
exclusive group of expert skiers, then it's clear we must meet him half-way by modernising our image. I 
for one am developing a professional cricketer's hair-style, buying a gold chain to place round my tie-less 
neck and mounting the title 'Brigadier (Retd)' in silver studs on the back of my fringed leather bomber-
jacket! 

No distinguishing marks 
Under the heading above, and I for one wish I could lard my editorial with the effortless puns 
perpetuated by Peterborough in the Daily Telegraph, their correspondent reported that Ingie 
Christophersen had offended the tidy-minded Swiss police by an unintentional car-switch. Ingie, 
travelling to Fulpmes in Austria with the Trainees had elected to travel with the coach-party. She gave 
her car-keys to a colleague who then drove off in an identical, but wrong car. The two cars, Toyota 
Cressidas, were both fitted with roof-racks and both covered with snow, and standing close together in 
the car-park. The mistake took three days to rectify, Ingie was treated like a criminal by the Swiss police, 
the other owner demanded £230 compensation and when Ingie went to collect her own car it had been 
clamped! 

Two clubs 
There is a worry in some members' minds that the DHO is growing into two disparate clubs. On one 
side, and in the school holidays, are the Trainees and Coggins, a very self-contained, hard-working 
group, supported by the Racing and Training Committee and their parents. At other times the rest of us 
gather in Wengen to have a holiday. The latter part, and we are a majority, contribute towards the 
Training by our subscriptions, but the bulk of the costs comes from parents, supported in part by the 
Club. 

The first object of the Club is to encourage racing: perhaps we could do more. In 1985 Tom 
Fitzpatrick was asked to take over from John Latimer as Chairman of the Racing and Training 
Committee. At the end of his first year, Tom's report appears in the centre-pages of the Journal. In 
giving pole-position to his report we hope to let the Club know what he has achieved and what he plans 
to do and in so doing to involve the rest of us however vicariously. Tom and his committee have a 
mandate for a further 3 years: they look set to achieve great results. 

The Wengen tempest 
Friday 31st January 1986: 'The Race Commission regret to announce that the Lauberhorn Race is 
cancelled owing to the tempest'. 

It was rumoured that in some of the older wooden buildings, the resident rats had put on their ski 
boots in case they should need to desert during the night. 

One Wengen Character who had a window blown in and two chimneys blown down, prudently took 
refuge in his cellar — furnished, one hoped, with liquid consolation. 

A visitor was said to have been whirled up from the High Street onto the ice rink — he had no skates 
but they would have been useless in the circumstances. 

It was reported that, the railway line being closed, Peter Liddell had departed for Lauterbrunnen by 
sled, with his hotel porter behind bringing his baggage on another. This was commended as showing 
purpose and style. 
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'No DHO by the WAB today' 
By Peter Liddell 

Those of us who were in Wengen in the last week 
of January and those who saw the UK TV reports 
will long remember the dreadful wind storms 
which decimated all the preparations for the 
Lauberhorn Race so carefully and laboriously 
made by Fredy Fuchs and his team. On 
Wednesday 29th no trains ran above Wengen, all 
the lifts were stopped and we heard that even the 
Lauberhorn Race timing huts had been blown 
away by 100 mph winds. On Thursday it was 
calmer and by midday we were able to do some 
skiing again. I got back late after a few final runs 
on the Grindlewald side and then the winds came 
back with a vengeance. I couldn't even walk up 
from the Bellevue to the Eiger for a farewell 
noggin! Naturally I was a bit worried about the 
8.30 train which I had to catch the next morning to 
get to Zurich for my charter flight but was assured 
by a confident member of the hotel staff that there 
was never any problem with the trains down to 
Lauterbrunnen. 

During the night I thought the hotel might be 
blown in, so was not all that surprised to be told 
when I came down to breakfast that the WAB 
trains weren't even operating a Downhill Only 
schedule, as trees and power cables were strewn 
along the line. 'What am I going to do?' said I to 
the commiserative manageress. 'Well, we could get 
you a helicopter but that would be expensive, 
however Pep6, the hotel porter, says he is prepared to 
help you get down to Lauterbrunnen by toboggan 
with your skis and baggage.' Now I used to do that 
run for fun and kicks as a teenager pre-war but I 
wasn't so sure about doing it in ordinary travelling 
clothes and shoes with all my baggage plus skis 
and boots, and of an age which qualifies me to 
compete for the Bathchair Cup in the MacMillan 
Race. Another point was that I was well aware that 
certain DHO members such as Mike Loveday, 
Adrian Smith and Paul Zvegintzov had been 

preparing a switchback course for me over the last 
few non-skiing days by hurtling down this twisting 
path at vulgar speeds. 

Anyway I said, 'I'm game to have a go,' quickly 
filling up my whisky flask and swallowing a 
handful of vitamin pills. 

Pepe strapped my big suitcase on his toboggan 
and I lashed my skis fore and aft on mine (a very 
uncomfortable form of seating) and hung my 
holdall with boots and packed lunch, etc., round 
my neck. I bumped into the DHO and SCGB 
Reps outside the Eiger. 'No trains,' they said 7 
know, but I have my chauffeur who is taking me 
down by private transport.' They waved me off 
with sound advice to 'mind the trees.' It certainly 
wasn't a joyride as apart from the path being a big 
dipper switch-back which my skis kept impaling 
resulting in me being chucked over the bow of the 
toboggan, there were numerous felled trees across 
the path which we had to crawl under or over, 
manhandling our loaded vehicles. It didn't help 
when the holdall strap broke, which meant I had to 
balance it across my lap. 

We finally made Lauterbrunnen station, soaked 
through with sweat, after about VA hours only to 
see the almost completely empty 9.55 train just 
moving off as we reached the platform. Frantic 
references to timetables indicated that the train to 
Zurich could probably be caught up in Berne by 
taxi. This was done and the rest of the journey was 
uneventful until I rushed up to the airline desk 
hoping that my seat had been kept, to be greeted 
by a smiling airhostess saying 'Relax, relax, your 
flight has been re-scheduled to leave 2 hours later.' I 
quickly finished off what was left in the whisky 
flask. 

Tailpiece. Douglas Cox Tyrie came up trumps 
and covered my extra costs 'because your efforts 
have certainly minimised any claim'. 
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EDWARD LETTSOM (TOBY) ELLIOT 

BY FRANK GARNHAM 

Toby Elliot died peacefully last year on the 9th 
November at the age of 83 at his home in Bocking, 
Essex. He first joined the DHO in 1931 and was a 
regular visitor to the Hotel Eiger in Wengen until 
his eyesight began to fail about 10 years ago. He 
was a keen soft-snow skier and we had many 
'birds-nesting' adventures together. The photo 
was taken by me in 1939 and the more elderly 
members will recognise the shirt for which he was 
famous and wore for many years! Before the war 
and soon after packed lunches were the order of 
the day Toby was never seen skiing without his 
large and very old rucksack which contained, 
amongst other things, a bottle of Dole and two 
metal drinking goblets. Besides skiing, Toby was a 
dedicated fisherman and spent much time in 
Scotland. 

."-"' *-

ULLI SCHWABE 
8th September 1942— 
30th March 1985 

BY HELEN TOMKINSON 

Ulli was a trainer for the DHO during the 
late sixties and early seventies. He was an 
Austrian ski-racer who had won many 
prizes chiefly in university racing and was 
also a renowned ski-mountaineer and 
climber. Through his love of ski-
mountaineering he met his death in an 
avalanche above the Brenner Pass on 30th 
March 1985. 

Ulli had a great future in the research 
department of Siemens and was a leading 
member of the Innsbruck Academic Ski 
Club. 

Many DHO trainees will be sad to hear 
of his death and we will all want to send 
our sympathy to his family and in 
particular to his two small daughters. 

He is someone who will be long missed 
and who went too easily. 

Chemist's Shop 
Drug-Store 
Perfumerie 

MESSERLI + CIE AG, WENGEN 

Management: Mrs. D. Melcher-May, 
Chemist 
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The Club House 1986 

Change of Address 
If you are changing your address next year 
then make sure your new address is 
registered. Write now to the Hon Member's 
Secretary: 

Mrs H Marx 
19 Castleacre 
Hyde Park Crescent 
London W2 2PT 

The DHO Journal address list is closed and 
sent to the printer in early October to get the 
Journal to you by early November. 

Snow Conditions? 
If you want an up-to-date report of the 
weather at Wengen, telephone the Wengen 
Secretary between 5—6 pm local time at the 
DHO Office. The telephone number is: 

From UK: 010 41 36 551 375 
From Switzerland: 036 551 375 

INTERSPOHT 

Sport 

(TtalitSr 
Wengen + Interlaken 

CbkSF 
Iftftfnpoi'f 

Your quality shop for exclusive international sportswear. 
Expert advice for skis and skiboots. 
Big ski- and boot-rental department. MJmwKM^M 

O R O S S I G N O L FRaichle JIC 
Siadxike-BefgxMK- H 

LOOK 
SichetbeHsbindungen 

S IOWA 

TYROLIAQte) 

ATOMIC 

B U Z Z A R D 

SALOMON D Y N A M I C ^ 
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COGGINS 1985/6 
By Mark Currie 

The Coggins started the season having to endure 
the worst Christmas snow conditions that I can 
remember. The lack of snow coupled with sea 
resort temperatures left three eager trainers giving 
almost personal tuition to a handful of Coggins. 

We survived the first week. The Christmas rush 
began. About thirty made their presence felt on all 
their favourite runs including Brandegg and The 
Bumps. Soon the top class were hurtling down the 
Lauberhorn and confidently skiing slalom courses 
borrowed from the trainees (with Ingie's consent), 
to practice for the Trainee races. 

The Coggins races at both Easter and Christmas 
were held on the Eggplatz ski lift in almost 
blizzard conditions. The Coggins coped with the 
conditions admirably, not so the officials. Norman 
Currie's nose achieved lasting fame for almost 
dropping off and while doing so acting as a red 
traffic light during lunch at Wengernalp. 
However, most of the officials were saved from the 
worst by sipping the secret recipe frequently 
proffered from my hip-flask. 

The standard was as high this year, as last, with 
notable performances from Sebastiono D'Avanzo, 
Nicky Lonie and Jonathan Crockett, who we hope 
will continue their progress with the Trainees in 
the future. 

The Fancy Dress party and prizegiving were 
held in Tiffany's for the first time, hopefully 
giving everybody a taste of where they will spend 
at least some of their time in future years. The 
innovation and creativity shown by Coggins 
mothers continues to astound and reach new 
artistic heights. 

This year saw the introduction of a new member 
of the training staff, Ben Parry-Davies, who was 
both a Coggin, a Trainee and later a member of 
the British Junior Team. After surviving high 
speeds on courses like the Val D'Isere World Cup 
track, he studied at Manchester University, where 
he is currently taking his finals and racing for the 
Manchester University Team of which he is the 
captain. 

Coggins is fun! Nobody better ensures that it 
remains so than Michelle with the 'Cowboys and 
Indians' concept (no copyright applied for yet!) 
and Jo and Kathy who somehow remain 
unbelievably patient while being shouted at by me 
and continually righting capsized and snow-
covered Coggins. 

Lastly, I would like to pay tribute to the 
continued hospitality of the Van Almen family, 
who allow the Coggins to have such luxuries as 
eating their packaged lunches in one of their spare 

dining rooms at Wengernalp, surely the envy of all 
other packed lunch eaters in the Bernese 
Oberland. 

I look forward to seeing you all again next year, 
but please try and book early so that I can organise 
trainers and ensure that nobody is disappointed. 

COGGINS 1982—1986 
'Coggins' have developed during this period as a 
highly focal service to DHO members holidaying 
in Wengen. The following is a brief outline of 
Coggins activities offered to DHO members and 
this description is valid for both Christmas and 
Easter sessions. 

Duration: 2—3 weeks (per session). 

General Activities. 
Daily lessons start by everybody meeting at 
9.30am outside the Eiger in preparation for the 
9.55am train. The children bring packed lunches 
with them, which are collected by the trainers at 
the Eiger and left at Wengernalp during the 
journey to Scheidegg. During the morning the 
various groups usually ski to Brandegg, the 
Eggplatz or the Bumps, dependent on the weather. 
The Coggins have a special, personal arrangement 
whereby the children eat their lunches in the staff 
quarters at Wengernalp and are supervised by a 
lunch monitor. After lunch Coggins usually ski on 
the Bumps, where they learn the art of jumping 
and play games such as 'Cowboys and Indians'. 
The group return to Wengen at about 3—3.30pm. 

Special Activities. 
Race Day: high parental participation in a 
somewhat carnival atmosphere. This is a fun event 
and seeks to further increase the 'fun' concept for 
the children and the active participation of the 
parental DHO members. 

Fun Race. 
In the afternoon of Race Day a fancy dress/obstacle 
race is organised (weather permitting) and the 
children are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
their jumping abilities. 

Party. 
A now legendary party takes place either at 
Tiffany's or the Penguin Bar. Similar to the race, 
high parental involvement is encouraged and the 
event has become both a focal social occasion for 
parents and there is intense inter-family 
competition for the most innovative fancy dress 
outfit. 

For further details of the 1987 Coggins, contact 

Mark Currie 
27 Dennison Avenue 
Withington 
(061 434 32961) 
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THE DHO 1986 
SPRING TOUR 
By I C Ratnage 

My spring tour started back in February in the 
Eiger Bar in Wengen. I didn't at that time know 
what a spring tour was except that I would be 
joining the uphill element of the Downhill Club. 
To join such a distinguished group of seasoned 
tourers all dedicated to the task of defying gravity 
was an opportunity not to be missed. Their names 
are synonymous with the pioneering spirit of the 
DHO — names such as Webster, Hollington, 
Ingall and Gaskell to name but a few. This was 
surely destined to be a trip of a lifetime especially 
with the prospect of climbing to the summit of 
Mont Blanc on the itinerary. I was also to discover 
a new language amongst these fitness freaks, some 
of whom train for the tour by running marathons, 
with talk of PB's (personal bests) and RR's (record 
runs) part of their everyday vocabulary. 

Saturday, April 19th dawned and I found myself 
hurtling across France in the company of Paddy 
and Pippa Hollington. It was obvious from the 
moment we drove onto the ferry seconds before 
the doors shut that Paddy was aiming for a PB 
non-stop run to Martigny. We arrived at the Hotel 
de la Gare some hours before the other contingent 
comprising Sarah Edmonds, Johnny Webster, 
Vicky Marshall and the chauffeur the well known 
Gaskell, who had been paying more attention to 
the good food guide than the road map. The two 
missing members of the party, Hugh Brasher and 
Rob (Klammer) Ingall had decided they needed an 
extra day to train and pack respectively and were 
to meet us the following evening in Zermatt where 
we would also meet our guide Adolf. 

We arrived in Zermatt mid-day Sunday having 
strategically left the cars at the railway station at 
Sierre and after dumping our gear made straight 
for the cable car for an afternoon's piste bashing. 
Confident that the Fr 40 one day pass would cover 
every conceivable run, we proceeded from the top 
of Klein Matterhorn to Cervinia where we had to 
buy another one day pass to get back to 
Switzerland! It was an excellent ski however with 
sufficient snow to ski right back to the village even 
if it did involve a little water skiing at the bottom. 

We met Adolf in the evening and discussed the 
week's programme. The weather was distinctly 
unsettled with a fdhn wind and new snow higher 
up and already the prospect of climbing Mont 
Blanc was beginning to look unrealistic. The 
arrival at breakfast the following morning of 
Hugh, who the previous day had run 26 miles 

through London while on his way to the airport 
and Rob, kitted out with every conceivable 
climbing aid, gave us new optimism and the 
completed party set off for Schwarzsee and a three 
hour climb to Schonbielhutt (2694 metres). For 
the uninitiated I can report that the first climb 
with ruck-sack is an experience not to be forgotten. 
It doesn't matter how frugal one is in packing, 
there is always too much gear. Clothing previously 
considered indispensable like spare underwear 
suddenly become extraneous. I cursed the camera 
equipment and bottle of whisky, the former with 
good reason considering the weather. I later 
regretted throwing such aspersions towards the 
latter. 

We reached the hut early afternoon. The 
weather after a reasonably fine start to the day had 
deteriorated into snow so we were pleased to settle 
ourselves into the warm hut and dry out some 
clothes. No sooner had we resigned ourselves to a 
well deserved rest when Adolf had us donning 
boots and gear for training in the use of avalanche 
bleepers. This involved splitting into pairs with 
one person burying their Barovox for the other 
person to find. As Adolf had buried his virtually 
out of range it was practically supper time before 
his partner, the unfortunate Rob, was able to 
locate it. 

The weather had now turned into a blizzard 
which brought with it the added problem of 
negotiating the outside privy There were actually 
two privies of extremely primitive design 
accessible only after a steep traverse which all but 
required crampons and ice axe. Unfortunately one 
facility was rendered totally unserviceable after 
only minutes of someone leaving the door open — 
such was the build up of snow. I now know how 
Scott must have felt. 

The howling wind drowned the sound of 
snoring in the dormitory that night and with little 
improvement in the weather the following day we 
had little option but to abandon our plans for Tete 
Blanche and Cab de Bertol and Arolla. We 
therefore left the hut at 10.00 am and skiied back 
to Zermatt where Vaughan expounded the virtues 
of the Saanen region as an ideal base for lower level 
touring. Our leader could not fault the logic of this 
tactical move, nor could our Bergfuhrer, whose 
girlfriend Vreni happened to live there. The 
decision was made therefore to make for Gsteig 
that evening, but with still several hours skiing 
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available we dumped our gear at Zermatt station 
and caught the train up to the Gornergrat. Despite 
the poor visibility we had a fun ski down, the 
highlight of which was when Vaughan disappeared 
over a precipice, fortunately without injury, which 
minutes earlier he had been telling us all to watch 
out for. 

We enjoyed an interesting diversion while 
awaiting our train to Sierre when a weighing 
machine was discovered on the platform. Thus all 
the arguments over who was carrying the heaviest 
rucksack could finally be settled. Vaughan won 
weighing in with 17kgs, largely due to his 
considerable supply of tinned sardines. None of us 
were prepared however for the amazing economies 
achieved by our President elect who got away with 
a mere 7kgs! All was revealed however during a 
later climb when her rucksack inadvertantly 
unzipped itself and its contents displayed to all. 

We arrived at Gsteig that evening having driven 
from Sierre and settled ourselves into a very 
confortable hotel Baren. This was much more to 
the standard of the DHO though somewhat up
market for a spring tour. 

With Adolf now on home territory it was time to 
climb the local peaks. Wednesday morning saw 
better weather and an enjoyable 3 hour climb 
(2600ft ascent) up Walighurly. With the added 
bonus of sunshine we had a memorable ski down 
with the party quickly coming to terms with the 
heavy snow and Rob and Paddy showing off their 
prowess by executing very respectable Telemark 
turns. We even managed to reach the bottom of 
the valley with our skis on but not without the 
help of a little grass skiing. The day's sporting 
activity continued with a visit to the local 
Hallenbad where Pippa won the freestyle event 
and Johnny made the biggest splash. Vaughan read 
the Financial Times. The day was rounded off 
with a splendid evening in the company of Adolf 
and Vreni at their lovely old farmhouse where we 

enjoyed lashings of Kaiserschnitter and some 
interesting local hooch. 

The following day with the weather back to 
'normal' we drove to Reusch and took the cable car 
to Glacier des Diablerets (3000 metres). Despite 
the mediocre weather the ski down the glacier and 
through the Sanetsch pass was wonderful although 
some of the heavier members of the party were 
prone to breaking through the crust with 
interesting results. It was decided we would at 
least attempt the three hour climb up Arpelistock 
to the Gelten Hut in the hope that the weather 
might improve. After one hour of climbing a very 
steep knife-edge which involved some hairy kick 
turns, our guide decided it was too risky and we 
stripped off our skins and headed back for Gsteig. 
Visibility deteriorated on the way down and 
progress slowed as Adolf lead on compass 
bearings. A seemingly endless two hour pole over 
flat terrain eventually took us across a frozen lake 
and a climb around a dam wall. We pressed on 
unsuccessfully in search of a refuge hut for the 
night and eventually we joined the tree line only to 
face a near sheer drop to the valley below! It was 
now early evening and raining and there was Adolf 
eagerly unpacking ropes for the climb down. So 
this is what touring is really about I thought to 
myself with considerable apprehension! The girls 
went first with the men following with skis and 
rucksacks. After one or two hairy moments we all 
got down safely helped by some conveniently 
placed metal ladders which formed the lower part 
of the descent. How lucky we were to have the 
benefit of Adolf s local knowledge! We were all 
extremely glad to get back to the Hotel Baren 
where hot baths and a good meal were the order of 
the day. 

Friday we drove the short distance to Saanen 
and enjoyed a pleasant three hour climb up 
Hunsegg to the Grubenberg Huitt (1840 metres). 
While the others prepared the evening meal Adolf 
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took a party for a demonstration of how to build a 
makeshift blood-wagon using skis, poles and some 
special gear with amazing effect. The rest of the 
hut turned out to watch the horrifying sight of the 
wagon on which the 'injured' Adolf was firmly 
strapped careering down the mountain towards the 
hut with the bearers hanging onto the ropes 
behind like waterskiers on a slalom course! 

Saturday for some of us was to be our final day 
and for the first time during the tour we awoke to 
glorious sunshine. Despite an early start the spring 
snow quickly turned to breakable crust and the by 
now familiar heavy variety in which we were 
becoming quite proficient and actually enjoying! 
After a day in which we were able to appreciate the 
beauty of this lovely region we returned to Saanen 
and an early start for home the following morning. 

So ended what was for me a memorable and 
enjoyable first spring tour which fully lived up to 
expectations despite not making it up Mont Blanc. 
experience and to be thoroughly recommended. 
Our thanks to Johnny Webster for organising the 
tour and to Adolf Schlunegge for once again 
demonstrating his excellent qualities as guide. 
Perhaps Mont Blanc in 1987? 

The party comprised Johnny Webster, Sarah 
Edmonds, Vaughan Gaskell, Paddy Hollington, 
Pippa Hollington, Rob Ingall, Vicki Marshall, 
Hugh Brasher and Ian Ratnage. 

HOTEL 
VICTORIA 

- LAUBERHORN 
Tel. 56 51 51 

near skating and curling rink, 
with its Restaurant Cafe and 
Bar, the meeting-place of the 
D.H.O. 

CANTONAL BANK 
wA OF BERNE 

< ^ / WENGEN BRANCH 
opposite the Ice Rink 

Recommended for all Banking Transactions. 

Correspondents all over the world. 
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PUBLIC EXPOSURE AND THE DHO 

By Freddie Whitelaw 

Most of us believe that the DHO does a better job 
than any in the training of youngsters, and in my 
business, at any rate, if you've got something good 
to say, you shout it from the roof-tops. There are 
two types of publicity, advertising and public 
relations. Advertising costs big money, but at least 
allows you total control of the message you're 
trying to put across. Public relations is simply a 
means by which you feed information to the 
media, and hope to influence what they say about 
you, even if you know that ultimately, it is the 
reporter, not you, that has editorial control. An 
example of this going wrong was the Christmas/ 
New Year article by Peter Pallot in the Daily 
Telegraph, labelling us as a group of aging 
eccentrics. By and large the public relations route 
is the only cost-effective one for the DHO, so we 
have little choice! 

This year, we've done better than ever. At 
Christmas, Ingrid Christophersen went to 
Fulpmes for the British Junior Championships, 
entrusting her car keys to trainer John Clark, so 
that she could travel in the coach with the trainees. 
John, unfortunately, brought the wrong car. A 
press release to the National UK and Swiss press, 
brought us tolerant comment. 

Next, DHO member, (and wife of the SCGB 
Chairman), Annie Maxlow-Tomlinson rang to say 
that Amanda Atha of Tatler wanted to do an 
article on the Coggins and Trainees. Amanda also 
writes the 'Snowballs' page in Ski Survey. With 
photos taken by Piers, this article is scheduled in 
the Autumn, probably October. 

Finally, BBC television decided to do a 
documentary on the skiing phenomenon. Part 
history, part Birmingham housewives on their first 
skiing trip to a cheap mass-market resort in 
Austria, they needed a means of bridging the two. 
One of the old clubs seemed the answer, and 
somehow we were chosen. 

A week of filming over Easter resulted. From an 
arrival waving suitcases filled with duvets or dirty 
washing at Lauterbrunnen, to Easter Day service 
in the English Church, a curling match, a cocktail 
party, Fondue at Wengernalp, a glacier tour, and a 
race in period costume, we worked hard at 
providing them with what they wanted. 

Using the 'fly on the wall' technique they 
surreptitiously filmed and recorded us, and have 
sufficient material to either destroy us, or to make 
us, depending solely on how they edit. 

We forced their hand by insisting that a quid pro 
quo for organising the race in period costume was 
for them to film the Trainees. Whether they use 
the Trainees film, we have no control over, and we 
can only hope they try to give a balanced view. 

So to those who gave up valuable days of their 
holiday, in the hope that the club would benefit, 
our sincere thanks. Particular mention should be 
made of Piers Benson Browning, John and Linnet 
Waghorn, Norman and Kathleen Currie, Norman 
and Jane Freund, poor Julia Graves (who broke a 
ligament in the race), Henry Lockhart, Charles 
Overton, Vicar for the week in question, Andreas 
Cova and of course Jost Brunner, Peter Brunner 
and Dr Roland Hirni. 

My abiding memory of the week? Suzy Kent, 
never normally at a loss for words, completely 
drying when she spotted a boom-microphone over 
her head at the cocktail party. Another memory 
included skiing the Tschuggen path the day before 
the race with about 10 of us for 'cut-in' shots, 
accompanied by Mark Mansell, with cameras 
attached to his ski and helmet. Said director Mark 
Chapman 'Cut very tight as you pass him, it makes 
for more drama'. 

Andrea Cova did as he was bid, cutting through 
a closing gap and next thing the cameraman was 
skidding along on his helmet! The film crew 
seemed more concerned for the cameras than the 
cameraman! 

There is a theory that all publicity is good 
publicity. I don't personally subscribe to it. There 
is no doubt that as a club we have more than our 
fair share of characters, and it is all too easy for the 
media to concentrate on them, rather than on the 
serious work that we do better than anyone else. I 
would like to work towards pushing the Trainees 
and Coggins to the fore, but with the media, rather 
like salmon, hooking them is more difficult than 
landing them! 

That said, we will, this year, have achieved more 
public exposure than any other institution in 
British skiing, other than perhaps Martin Bell 
himself. That in itself should bring more media 
attention, and if the BBC don't get it right, we 
should, through their focusing media attention on 
us, have the opportunity of correcting our public 
image over the next few months, as other parts of 
the media turn their attention to the DHO. 
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STEAMBOAT SPRINGS 
By Neville Kay 

Mixing business with pleasure is always said to be 
dangerous, but skiers are renowned for living 
dangerously so when it became known that Father 
was invited to an Orthopaedic Conference in 
Steamboat Springs in Colorado, USA; one of the 
better known ski resorts in America, the family 
pressure was irresistible. Perhaps the fact that the 
conference was organised to give a five hour break 
for ski-ing over the lunch-time appealed to the 
family and so, by pure chance we missed the 
indifferent Easter snow in Wengen and returned 
once more to the Colorado ski slopes where many 
years ago the senior members of the family first 
learnt to ski. 

Sarah first strapped on her plastic skis when 18 
months old in Wengen and graduated from the 
loving care of Matilda in the Swiss Ski School to 
the Carefree Coggins, care of Mark and Michelle 
Currie. At 8 years old she was now an intrepid 
skier and herein lay the kernel of the problem. At 
Steamboat, Dad would be in conference from 7 am 
until 11 am and had to return for 4 pm for the 
afternoon session. But the lift-lines opened at 9 am 
and did not close until 5 pm. The snow was good; 
the sun was good; but the mountain strange and 
unfamiliar. 

So what was to be done with an 8 year old 
intrepid skier? Billy Kid's Ski Racing Camp 
proved to be the answer. 

Billy Kid, an American Olympic Skier and 
contemporary of Divina happily for us was based 
at Steamboat Springs. Here he organised a ski-
racing camp which was unique and typically 
American. Without further ado and no hint of 
protest, Sarah was formally enrolled and the magic 
letters DHO proved invaluable in convincing the 
organisers that Sarah was up to standard. 

The race camp must be unique. Age appears to 
be no barrier; and although the emphasis is on fun 
and enjoyment there is serious motivation. Racing 
and improved ski-ing are the aim and these are 
pursued with relentless efficiency masked by the 
sheer enjoyment of it all. Race training starts at 9 
o'clock, and from 9 until 4 o'clock in the afternoon 
the day is occupied. There is free ski-ing with 
instructors; training through the poles; practice 
race starts and races against the clock and each 
other. But the highlight of the day is the evening. 
Gathered around the video in a relaxed, informal 
and easy atmosphere the day's ski-ing is criticised 
and reviewed. 

What a wonderful teaching tool a video is for 
race training. There is a world of difference 

between being told that you are making a mistake 
and actually seeing it on the video. Sarah really 
enjoyed these evenings. She saw herself and the 
rest of her team mates on the video and they all 
laughed and enjoyed each other's idiosyncrasies. 
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So the race camp kept Sarah amused and 
undoubtedly improved her ski-ing. At the end of a 
few days she came out with a Silver Nastar Medal. 
But the highlight for me was to see my old friend 
and colleague and founder member of the 
Steamboat Springs resort Mac Clayton ski-ing and 
racing with Sarah. It says a lot for the organisation 
and the enthusiasm of the trainers that a child of 8 
and a 60 year old skier can gain so much pleasure, 
enjoyment and ski-ing skills from the same race 
camp. 

After a week at Steamboat Springs on to Copper 
Mountain and another week's ski-ing. Fortunately 
our friends in America are all good skiers and if 
there was no-one else to ski with at least there was 
Dad. I was quite pleased when Sarah and I both 
entered the Nastar race and we each came out with 
a bronze medal. The Nastar is a handicap race 
system which really is very good for the handicaps 
are so organised that, within an age range, 

performance can be assessed. Sarah was incensed 
to find that both Dad and she had got a bronze. 
This required a further 2 days effort on her part 
and ultimately determination was rewarded with a 
Silver Super Nastar medal. 

So back to England with fond memories of our 
friends; great memories of the snow and one or two 
new ideas for training. Video is an absolute must 
for the DHO and hopefully, the Club can acquire 
one even if it means a raffle at the next Annual 
Dinner. To be able to come back in the evening, 
sit in the hut and watch the trainees come through 
the poles and down the slopes and enjoy with them 
their effort and experience, edges and falls, would 
improve their racing and cement the bonds of 
friendship within the DHO. 

We are all looking forward to Christmas. Whilst 
we are hoping for a good summer, what we really 
pray for is good snow in the Alps and particularly 
at Wengen, and hope that you will all be there. 

The Best Place for Ski-ing 

Unit B4, West Swindon, District Centre, Swindon, Wilts 
Phone (0793) 873484 
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WENGEN 
CURLING 
CLUB 
Instituted 1911 

Affiliated to 
Royal Caledonian 
Curling Club 1920 

Office Bearers and Committee Members 1985/1986 
Hon President: Ken Geering Vice-President: Judith Lamotte 

Hon Secretary/Treasurer: F Lochhead, 116 Terregles Avenue, Glasgow 
Representative Members to RCCC — F Lochhead, J Lamotte 

Committee Members 
S Anderson, M Anderson, S Clark, F Lochhead, S Hinds, R Paterson, D White, E Hinds 

Honorary Members 
R Ades, Mrs M Aiton, M Beevor, Mrs W Beldi, C Lavers, W D Mackenzie, R Schweizer, 

Dr and Mrs A Stettler, U Trachsel, Mrs M Walker 

Mrs M Aiton 
Mr R Ades 
Mr & Mrs S Anderson 
Mr J T Anderson 
Mr M Beevor 
Mrs W Beldi 
Mr & Mrs G Brown 
Mr & Mrs F Bulpitt 
Mr B Brindley 
Mr G Baumgartner 
Mrs R Bonnalie 
Mr & Mrs P Van Berckel 
Mr & Mrs H Brown 
Mr J P Breuer 
Mr & Mrs R Clark 
Mr & Mrs J Corcoran 
Mr & Mrs N W Caron 
Mr G Clough 
Miss N Clough 
Mr S W Courtman 
Mr K S Carmichael 
Mr & Mrs G Carruthers 
Mr & Mrs Ian Donaldson 
Mr & Mrs J Duncan 

Members 
Mr H Fleming 
Mrs E Farrow 
Mr & Mrs D Forbes 
Mr & Mrs K Geering 
Miss B Goodwin 
Mr R Gray 
Mr S W Greenwood 
Mr R Glasgow 
Mr & Mrs K Gunley 
Mr & Mrs G Gibb 
Mr & Mrs J Gow 
Mr & Mrs E Hinds 
Lady Harriman 
Mrs T A Hoyle 
Mr J Hulsker 
Mr R How 
Mr & Mrs Ian Henderson 
Miss M Hofer 
Mr & Mrs M Hales 
Mrs D Houldbrooke 
Mr T P Hans 
Mr & Mrs Higgins 
Mr P Houston 
Mr & Mrs I Harley 

Mr R Hafeli 
Mrs L Hamilton 
Mr & Mrs M D Henderson 
Mr & Mrs P Von Ins 
Mr & Mrs A Inverarity 
Mr & Mrs J Lamotte 
Mr C Lavers 
Mr & Mrs F Lochhead 
Mrs G Lawrence 
Mrs N Laing 
Mr & Mrs H Mounsey 
Mr & Mrs J Moffat 
Mr J Mellor 
Mrs B Montgomery 
Mr & Mrs E Moser 
Mr J Muirhead 
Mr & Mrs A Morrison 
Mr C Mewes 
Mr & Mrs J MacPherson 
Mr & Mrs W D MacKenzie 
Mr K McLeish 
Mr & Mrs C Mackay 
Mr & Mrs J Maclean 
Mr & Mrs A McNicol 
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Mr & Mrs K Maclean 
Mr A Newman 
Mrs B Neville 
Mr J Nanninga 
Mr R Orliac 
Mr & Mrs R Paterson 
Mr F Persson 
Mr A P Parke 
Mr & Mrs G Panton 
Mr & Mrs A Russell 
Mrs R Rosti 
Mrs B Scott 
Mrs E Sankey 

Mr M Schat 
Mr J Steven 
Miss S Schuttel 
Mr & Mrs K Scott 
Mrs L Scott 
Mr R Schweizer 
Mr J Stewart 
Mr & Mrs J Sillen 
Mr & Mrs C Stirling 
Mr & Mrs D Shepherd 
Dr & Mrs A Stettler 
Mrs A Tromp 
Mr R B Tuttle 

Mr & Mrs J Thain 
Mr U Trachsel 
Mr K Veldhuis 
Mrs M Walker 
Mr D White 
Lord & Lady Walpole 
Mr & Mrs D Woolley 
Mr & Mrs C Walker 
Mr & Mrs A Waley 
Mr & Mrs R Wilson 
Mr & Mrs A Young 

WENGEN CURLING 
CLUB. 
75TH ANNIVERSARY. 
JANUARY 1986 
A record number of over 130 Curlers, including 
more than 60 Scots, visited Wengen between 21st 
December and 25th January, most of them being 
there for the 75th Anniversary Dinner Dance held 
in the Lauberhorn Hotel on Friday 17th January. 
It was attended by 162 Curlers, wives and special 
Guests. The President, Eric Hinds, read a letter 
from the Queen, congratulating the Club on their 
75th Anniversary. 

Special Guests included Mr Peter Scheurmann, 
President of the Swiss Curling Association, and Lt 
Col & Mrs Duke, he being the Defence Naval & 
Military Attache at the British Embassy in Bern. 
The Presidents of the Jungfrau & Wengen Inter 
Curling Clubs were also present, as well as Mr & 
Mrs Jost Brunner of Wengen Tourist Office, Mr 
& Mrs Leeman of The Wengen Hoteliers 
Association and Mr Piers Benson Browning, Vice-
President of the Downhill Only Club. Pipe Major 
Henderson from a Scottish Regiment in Germany 
was also present, and piped in the President and 
other special Guests. 

Various gifts were presented to President Eric 
Hinds on behalf of the Club, including those from 
the Jungfrau & Wengen Inter Curling Clubs, The 
Wengen Tourist Office, Hoteliers Association and 
the Downhill Only Club. During the evening, Bill 
MacKenzie, who is retiring as Secretary, was 
presented with an engraved Silver Tray in 
recognition of his services during he past nine 
years. Ken Geering, Vice-President was 
Toastmaster for the evening. On Sunday evening 
19th January, a large number of Curlers attended a 
Songs of Praise Service in the English Church. 
Seven members chose a Hymn and gave their 
reasons for doing so. The Annual General Meeting 

of the Club was held in the Silberhorn Hotel on 
15th January, and was attended by over 80 
Curlers. Eric Hinds retires after this as President 
and is succeeded by Ken Geering, who takes over 
for the next two years. Judith Lamotte becomes 
the Vice-President. Three new Honorary 
Members were appointed, these being Mrs 
Margaret Walker, Cliff Lavers and Bill 
MacKenzie. 

A record number of 24 teams took part in the 
two main competitions — The President's Prizes 
and Silberhorn Prizes. During the week-end of 
17th/19th January, the Bernese Oberland Curling 
Association held their Outdoor Championships, 
32 teams taking part. Three teams from the 
Wengen Club took part, being skipped by Eric 
Hinds, Ken Scott and Bobby Buhlmann. On 22nd 
January, the day of the Ladies Competition, 20 
men Curlers went to Murren and had a most 
enjoyable day. 

First Prize winners during the season were:— 
Xmas Bonspiel H. Mounsey, E. Hales 
Reinert Stofer Cup A Caron 

A Corcoran 
K McLeish, A Newman, 
T Hans, G Baumgartner 
W MacKenzie, 
A Newman, T Hans, 
A Waley 
S Hinds, T Hans, 
G Baumgartner, 
J P Breuer 
J Thain, D Forbes, 
M Anderson, 
G Baumgartner 
K McLeish, J Sillen, 
D Shepherd, R Rosti 
J Thain, H Mounsey, 
G Gibb 
S Clark, D Paterson 
G Baumgartner 
M MacKay, N Laing 
D Forbes, S Clark, J Gow, 
E Farrow 

Hewitt Cup 
Holland Cup 

Buhlmann Cup 

Wengen Cup 

President's Prizes 

Silberhorn Prizes 

75th Anniversary 
Bonspiel 
Pairs 
Hotel Cup 
Ladies 
Wright Bowl 
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RANDOM MUSINGS 
By Keith Room 

As one looks from the Lager lift at the torrent of 
people sliding on their skis down the slope below, 
the overall standard of skiing shows, it seems to 
me, a marked improvement on that of maybe a 
decade go. This probably reflects a number of 
factors — more and cheaper package tours, hence 
more people learning and at a younger age; 
improved ski design, hence shorter and more 
manoeuvreable skis; better boots. Furthermore, in 
spite of there being now many more skiers on the 
slopes, the pistes last longer and show fewer bare 
patches than I remember used to be the case. That 
reflects another technical advance — piste 
preparation and maintenance, without which it is 
hard to believe that the present number of skiers 
could be supported. 

Last winter, I found myself wondering whether 
these manufactured pistes will not transform the 
nature of skiing, much as improved equipment 
wrought a change. This year, Black Rock was not 
opened until the 'piste beastes' had been down. 
Where were the mogels? Waiting for the turning 
skiers, you may think. But if the run is little more 
than smooth and moderately steep, without any 
marked turning places, and if it is routinely 
flattened by the 'piste beastes', will mogels ever 
form? Think of the Bumps as it is today, and is it 
mere false nostalgia to believe that it once was 
something more severe? Given that piste 
maintenance is essential, will there in future be 
any genuinely Black official runs in Wengen? Or 
will there be another change in the face of skiing, 
with nothing but wide open, gently rolling slopes 
— rather like a starched shirt on an ample belly. 
What next? All the rocks removed, artificial base 
beneath the piste? Old fashioned fellow that I am, 
I do not find it a prospect that pleases. 

Perhaps the off-piste options will still remain; 
but even there, the environmental lobby poses a 
threat. Maybe not so much to the excursions onto 
off-beat and unused routes (though they too may 
become pistes in time); rather to the tracks through 
the woods — 'Birds Nesting'. I recall my first 
experience of this. One evening (over a beer in the 
Eiger, of course) Robert Giddings turned to me 
and said 'Why don't you come Birds Nesting with us 
to-morrow?' I said that I'd like to, while 
wondering (as a newly joined member) what on 
earth this particular DHO eccentricity entailed. I 
found out as I disentangled myself from a 
succession of fir trees. Thereafter, I assumed that 

A STEEP DESCENT IN THE FOREST. 

(From a. drawing by A. Block.) 

it was peculiar to the DHO; but I recently learned 
that it was well established long before our 
founding, as I shall explain. 

In 1888, an expedition led by Fridtjof Nansen 
made a crossing of Greenland. Nansen wrote a 
comprehensive account of this, 'The first Crossing 
of Greenland', published by Longmans, Green & 
Co. in 1890. Nansen had a strong preference for 
the use of skis as against snow shoes. At that time, 
skis were virtually unknown to the world at large, 
and Nansen has a long chapter explaining skis and 
their use. One particular passage, and the 
accompanying illustration, surely prove that Birds 
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Nesting was well established in Norway a century 
ago: 

'Where can one find a healthier and purer 
delight than when on a brilliant winter day one 
binds one's ski to one's feet and takes one's way 
out into the forest? Can there be anything more 
beautiful than the northern winter landscape, 
when the snow lies foot deep, spread as a soft 
white mantle over field and wood and hill? 
Where will one find more freedom and 
excitement than when one glides swiftly down 
the hillside through the trees, one's cheek 
brushed by the sharp cold air and frosted pine 
branches, and one's eye, brain, and muscles 
alert and prepared to meet every unknown 
obstacle and danger which the next instant may 
throw in one's path?' 

With so long and distinguished a history, it 
would be sad if Birds Nesting were to become no 
more than a memory 

You may well be wondering what this is all 
about, and so far as it's about anything, perhaps 
it's just the expression of an unease about the 
prospect for skiing. Do we face a future of rather 
smooth, dull runs, with little off-piste opportunity, 
when the only challenge will be to go faster — and 
hence fall harder? As an instinctive member of the 
DHS (Downhill Slowly), no wonder I am uneasy. 

SKI SUNDAY 

by Roger Scoones 
The days have long since gone when the Chaplain 
to the English Church resided at the Park Hotel 
for the season, and when skiing began only 'after 
Church'. 

Nowadays everything is high speed. The 
Chaplain can barely spare 10 days from his parish 
in England to enjoy the hospitality of the Falken 
Hotel, and the challenge of 'Oh God' or an 
invigorating walk to Hohenflu. And the skiers 
must be on the 9.10 train to make the most of their 
ski pass and the new snow, Sunday or not! 

Yet Wengen would not be the same, beloved of 
the British, if it were not for such features as the 
DHO Hut and St Bernard's English Church. For 
many visitors neither hold much interest. But for 
the few, and particularly some members of the 
DHO, the English Church is still an important 
part of their stay in Wengen. 

As the little bell tolls across the village, English 
speaking visitors from all over the world, 
regardless of denomination are drawn to worship 
and to reflect on life, and especially on its beauty 
and magnificence in such a place. 

DHO members are often willing helpers ringing 
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the bell, reading a lesson, playing the organ or 
taking the collection. Not to mention keeping the 
chaplain at bay on and off the slopes! The chaplain 
enjoys his holiday one hopes, because of, rather 
than despite, his duties as chaplain on Sundays, 
and as visitor to the sick and injured at Interlaken 
Hospital. He is there because he enjoys meeting 
people! 

The English Church is packed out at Christmas 
— as in England! At other times there are fewer, 
though the 60th Anniversary celebrations brought 
a good number out last year. Many more would go 
to church, but for a late ski ran, a drinks party or a 
train to meet, or wave-off! It is all part of the 
challenge to the chaplain to 'do his stuff. 

If it were not for the DHO Wengen would be a 
poorer place for British skiers. For many visitors, 
both winter and summer, Wengen would be a 
poorer place, in spiritual terms, if they had not 
found the little English Church, open, welcoming, 
peaceful and pointing the way to God, who has 
made it all possible. 

Perhaps next season you too will find time to 
visit the English Church. 
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THE LEGEND OF THE TABLERS 
By Bruce Sutherland 

Once upon a time in the long ago the chief of the 
mountain dwarves in the Oberland heard that a 
new glacier machine had been invented in India. 
You may think that this was strange, since India is 
a very hot country. In fact, all along the north of 
India for over a thousand miles there is a long line 
of the biggest mountains in the world. They are 
called the Himalayas. You may also wonder how 
the mountain dwarves in the Oberland came to 
hear about something so far away. So you must 
learn about the Inner World. 

Ever since time began and humans lived on the 
world, there have been people called dwarves, who 
live beneath the land and the oceans in what they 
call the Inner World. They call where humans live 
the Outer World. The people of the Inner World 
are there to make all the things in the Outer World 
work. The ocean dwarves make the tides and the 
currents so that the beaches are cleaned twice 
every day and the seas are kept moving round the 
world. The lowland dwarves look after the rivers 
and the forests and the fields and the wild animals, 
who help to keep the soil clean so that things can 
grow properly. But the hardest working of all the 
people of the Inner World are the mountain 
dwarves. Their job is to keep the glaciers moving 
slowly down the mountains and to see that, where 
there is too much snow, it is moved away in little 
avalanches. If they did not do this, the ice and 
snow would pile up higher and higher until at last 
they would rush down in huge avalanches into the 
valleys, destroying the woods and the villages. 
Sometimes there is so much ice and snow that, no 
matter how hard the dwarves work, there are big 
avalanches, but they would be much worse if the 
dwarves were not there to do their work. 

Just as humans travel all over the Outer World, 
so dwarves travel all over the Inner World. In the 
days of the long ago of course, like the humans at 
that time, they had to walk everywhere or at best 
ride horses. But there were travellers in the Inner 
World just as there were in the Outer World and it 
was they who brought stories of the new glacier 
machine to the Oberland. 

The mountain dwarves of the Oberland were 
very proud of the way they did their work. They 
were always looking for new ways to do it even 
better and so they were very keen to find out more 
above the new glacier machine in the Himalayas. 
Their chief, who was called Kaspar, called a 
special meeting of the Elders. These were the 
wisest and worthiest of the dwarves who were 
chosen to see that their laws were kept and to 
decide how they lived and worked. The Elders 
decided that, although India was many months, 

perhaps years of travel away, they must send 
someone to see the new machine and to find out if 
they could use ones like it in the Oberland. To do 
this they chose a dwarf called Hans. He was one of 
the best foremen on the glaciers and, because he 
was still quite young, he was not married, so he 
would not mind being away from home for such a 
long time. Then the Elders thought that perhaps it 
would be better to send someone else with Hans to 
keep him company on the long journey and also so 
that, if anything should happen to either of 
them,the other would probably be able to finish 
the journey and bring back all the secrets of the 
new machine. So they chose a friend of Hans 
called Heinz who was also very good at his work 
and not married. 

So Hans and Heinz set out for India. They 
travelled by the roads of the Inner World which 
went much the same way as those of the Outer 
World — always to the South and the East. At last 
after many months of travel they came to the 
Indian part of the Inner World. There the Plains 
dwarves (as the lowland dwarves were called in 
India) showed them the way to go and after some 
more weeks of travel they came at last to the part of 
the Himalayas where the new machine was 
working. The chief of the mountain dwarves in 
Nepal, which was the name of that region, was 
called Tilakbir. Hans and Heinz went to see him 
and gave him a letter from Kaspar which asked for 
help to be given to Hans and Heinz so that they 
could learn all about the new machine so that they 
could build ones like it in the Oberland. Tilakbir 
welcomed Hans and Heinz at a special party which 
he gave for them and he ordered the head dwarf on 
the glaciers of Nanga Parbat, the mountain where 
the new machine was working, to show them 
everything he could. This dwarf, whose name was 
Balu, took Hans and Heinz up to the glacier and 
proudly showed them the machine and told them 
how it came to be made. 

One of the mountain dwarves from Nepal had 
gone away on holiday to stay with some distant 
cousins of his who were Plains dwarves. They had 
taken him to watch the humans having a special 
festival in a place called Puri. The special thing 
they went to see was the way humans carried a 
huge god through the streets of the city. They had 
built an enormous long wagon with hundreds of 
wheels and they pulled the god along on top of it. 
The god was called Jagganath which means Lord 
of the World. The English form of his name is 
juggernaut and people often use it when they are 
talking about huge lorries. 

The mountain dwarf watched the huge wagon 
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being slowly dragged along the street and he 
suddenly saw how the same idea could be used for 
a glacier machine. When he got back to the 
mountains he went and told Tilakbir and his 
Elders about the idea and so the new machine was 
made. It was like a lot of very wide low flat beds 
with hundreds of little wheels on each side. Every 
few years a new bed was built under the beginning 
of the glacier and pushed against the last one so 
that the glacier formed over the top of it. By the 
end of a hundred years or so they would have the 
whole glacier rolling smoothly on the beds so that, 
instead of having to drag it over the rocky side of 
the mountain, all the dwarves had to do was to roll 
it gently along with chains and cog wheels, rather 
like the chain and cog wheels on a bicycle. By the 
time Hans and Heinz saw it it had already been 
working for thirty or forty years and about one-
third of the glacier was now on it. Already the 
work of moving it was much easier. 

Hans and Heinz were very disappointed. They 
knew that the Oberland dwarves had thought of 
this idea long, long ago and had used machines like 
this for several hundred years. Now however they 
had a much better way. They got the ocean 
dwarves to collect thousands of smooth round 
pebbles from the beaches along the seas. These 
pebbles were then carried on the backs of horses 
up to the mountains. There at the beginning of 
each glacier a line of pebbles was pushed every 
week under the new ice so that by now every 
glacier on the Oberland slid smoothly on a bed of 
rolling balls and all the dwarves had to do was to 
put hooks into the ice attached to chains which 
they moved by turning cog wheels in the same way 
as those used in the Nepal dwarves' machine. 

However, Hans and Heinz were far too polite to 
show Balu and his friends that their new machine 
was not really a new idea at all. They said how 
good it was and made drawings of it and in fact did 
get one new idea from the way part of the chains 
worked. After several weeks they had finished and, 
at a special party Tilakbir gave to say good-bye to 
them, both Hans and Heinz thanked the Nepal 
dwarves very much for their kindness to them. 
Then they set out on the long road home. They 
were sad that they had not found anything really 
new for the Oberland dwarves but that they had 
seen interesting new places and the biggest 
mountains in the world. 

It was on their long journey back home that this 
story really begins. After a few months of travel 
Hans and Heinz came to the region which in the 
Outer World at that time was called Persia. Today 
it is called Iran. The humans of the Outer World 
in Persia had just found a new game. It was called 
Tables and was played by two players who each 
had 15 round counters which were called stones. 
These were moved round two squares called the 
inner table and the outer table each of which had 

six places, called points, along two sides. The 
number of points which the stones moved was 
decided by throwing two dice. This game which is 
the oldest game in the world is still played today 
and we now call it Backgammon. 

When Hans and Heinz arrived there, the 
dwarves in the region had just learned this game 
from the humans of the Outer World and they 
were quite crazy about it. They all played it day 
and night and were not doing their work at all. It is 
because of this that to this day much of that part of 
the Outer World became a desert with hardly any 
trees. 

Hans and Heinz soon learned to play Tables 
and, like the Persian dwarves, they played it all the 
time. For several weeks they stayed there doing 
nothing else. At last they remembered that they 
had an important job to do for Kaspar and the 
Elders back in the Oberland so they started again 
on their journey. However, they got the Persian 
dwarves to make them a special folding pair of 
Tables with small stones and dice in them which 
they could carry with them. Every night of the 
journey from there on, they would play Tables for 
an hour or two before they went to bed. 

At last, after many more months of travelling, 
Hans and Heinz arrived back in the Oberland. 
They went to see Kaspar and the Elders and told 
them what they had found in Nepal. Everybody 
was very disappointed that their long journey had 
been in vain but they thanked Hans and Heinz for 
making it. They also had their names carved on 
the special rock where dwarves who had done 
special work for the Oberland were remembered. 

Hans and Heinz went back to work on the 
glaciers. In their time off work they played Tables 
and they showed all their friends how to play. In 
no time at all, the dwarves of the Oberland, like 
those in Persia, became crazy about the game. The 
furniture makers made nothing else but sets of 
Tables and soon there was one in almost every 
home. In the bars, where the men dwarves used to 
meet and drink after work, there were whole rows 
of Tables which were always being used by the 
customers. What made it worse was that many of 
them played for money and some of the more 
foolish dwarves used to lose all their pay this way 
so that their wives and children sometimes went 
hungry because there was no money left to buy 
food. Then a clever shopkeeper started selling very 
small sets of Tables, like the one Hans and Heinz 
had brought home but even smaller so that they 
could be carried in the front pocket of the leather 
smocks which all the dwarves wore to work. Soon 
most of the dwarves were taking these little sets to 
work and there, instead of working on the glaciers 
and snowfalls, they were spending all the time 
playing. In a few weeks the glaciers were slowing 
down and huge slopes of snow were piling up 
dangerously on the sides of the mountains. 
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Kaspar and the Elders were very worried. They 
called special meetings to tell the dwarves they 
must do their work properly. But hardly anyone 
came because they were all playing Tables. 
Unfortunately the laws did not help. They said 
that every man dwarf must go to work for 50 hours 
in every week but they did not say that when they 
were at work they must actually work. The only 
way to change the law was if more than half the 
men dwarves agreed, and the Elders knew that 
they could not get half the men dwarves to agree to 
a change which would stop them playing Tables 
when they should be at work. In those days the 
women dwarves did not have any say in the laws so 
what they thought did not matter. 

Things gradually got worse. There were two 
huge avalanches which killed lots of humans in 
villages which were buried under them. But the 
dwarves were so busy playing Tables that they did 
not care. 

Finally Kaspar had an idea. He went up to see 
the Monk and asked him if he could get God to 
help. He knew the Monk sometimes talked to God 
so he told him the whole story of the problem. 
Until then the Monk had not realised what was 
happening because he spent more of his time 
thinking about the Other World rather than about 
the Outer World or the Inner World. He listened 
to what Kaspar told him and he agreed that this 
was such a serious thing that he would ask God to 
help. 

After Kaspar had gone away, the Monk thought 
and thought how he might ask God to help. At last 
he had an idea. That evening, after he had said his 
usual prayers, he made a special prayer to God for 
help in the troubles of the Oberland. God heard 
him and asked him how He could help. The Monk 
then said very humbly that although it was not for 
him, a mere monk, to tell God what he should do, 
he had got an idea which God might like to think 
about. He then reminded God of that night, long 
before, when he had prayed for help for the Young 
Woman who was being chased by the Ogre, and of 
how God had answered his prayer by turning them 
all into mountains. He said that he had wondered 
whether perhaps God might think of doing 
something like that again. God saw that this was a 
good idea and he thanked the Monk telling him 
that he was a very wise man as well as a very holy 
one. He promised that the Monk's prayer would 
be answered. 

The next evening most of the mountain dwarves 
ate their suppers very quickly and hurried down to 
a huge cave under the Lauterbrunnen valley which 
was always used for meetings of the Oberland 
dwarves. However, it was not a meeting that night. 
It was the first Final of the new Tables 
Championship of the Oberland. This had been 
arranged by the owners of all the bars in the region 
and they had given a special prize of a silver cup 
and a lot of money for the winner. 

There in the middle of the cave was a special set 
of Tables and playing at them were the two 
dwarves who had beaten all the others in the 
region to get to the Final. They were of course 
Hans and Heinz. Up on one wall of the cave there 
was a huge board marked out like the Tables and 
on it the numbers on the dice and the positions of 
the stones were shown after each throw. The 
humans in Russia have copied this idea for their 
big chess matches. Anyway the winner would be 
the first one to win 15 games. 

After two hours of play Hans had won 14 games 
and Heinz had won 14 games. The huge cave, full 
of dwarves was so quiet that you could hear the 
dice rattling in the leather shaking cups. Every eye 
was fastened on Hans and Heinz as they threw the 
dice and then on the huge board to see the 
numbers and the moves. It was the most exciting 
moment there had been for years. 

Suddenly there was a very loud bang like 
thunder and a bright, bright light filled the cave, 
so bright that nobody could see anything at all for 
two whole minutes. When they could see again, 
the dwarves saw that there, in the middle of the 
cave where Hans and Heinz had been playing, 
there was just an empty space — no chairs, no 
Tables, no Hans, no Heinz. And then they saw 
that written on the board on the wall of the cave in 
huge letters it said — 
'LIFT UP YOUR EYES UNTO THE HILLS 

AND BEHOLD THE END OF THOSE 
WHO LEAVE THEIR WORK FOR PLAY' 
The dwarves were filled with terror. They all 

rushed home and you may be sure that everyone 
said his prayers properly that night. The next 
morning there up on the mountainside they saw 
Hans and Heinz and the Tables turned into rock. 
From that day on, no dwarf in the Oberland ever 
played Tables again. Mind you they did not just 
destroy or give away all the sets of Tables in their 
homes and bars — there was no need to be foolish. 
They sold them to dwarves all over the Inner 
World and indeed today they still make new sets to 
sell — but never to play themselves. 

They worked so hard and so quickly after that 
night that very soon the glaciers were moving 
properly again, hundreds of little avalanches 
cleared away the huge snowfalls and all was safe 
once more. Kaspar and the Elders went and 
thanked the Monk for his help and his name was 
carved on a very special stone as the one who had 
been the greatest helper of the Oberland in all 
time. The names of Hans and Heinz were rubbed 
out from the other stone. 

Today, if you look over from Allmend to the 
Schilthorn, you will see just below and in front of 
it a lower peak called Birg. Just below and on the 
left of that you can see Hans and Heinz sitting 
there over the last game of Tables as they were on 
that night long ago when they were turned into 
rock. 
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DHO AWARD TO FREDY FUCHS 

On the evening of 10th March there was a small 
reception in the Eiger Hotel to mark Fredy Fuchs' 
30 years as the Club Guide. Some 35 tourers and 
Fredy's family attended to see him presented with 
a fine barometer engraved from his many touring 
friends, the result of an appeal organised by Paddy 
Hollington. 

In making the presentation, Dick Edmonds said 
'The touring section of the DHO started in 1951 with 
Oskar Gertsch as Guide. When Oskar was appointed 
Head of the Wengen Ski School he was succeeded by 
Karl Schlunnegger for a couple of seasons and then 
Werner Staeger took over as our Guide until sadly, 
he was compelled to retire through ill health, so it 
was in 1957 that Fredy became the official Club 
Guide, a position he has held since then. 

During this time he has consistently shown us good 
sport. He has also shown imagination in planning 
our tours, including at least two first known ski 

traverses — the Wetterlucke and the Renfenjoch — 
and has demonstrated an uncanny knack of finding 
spring snow and powder when others are struggling 
in the crust. Fredy has always maintained the highest 
standards of safety and the only mishap I can recall 
was when he himself fell into a small crevasse in bad 
weather on the Grunhornlucke. We were lucky on 
that occasion in having with us a certain sturdy 
young farmer from Nottinghamshire to help pull him 
out. 

The relationship between mountain guide and 
client is probably a stronger one than in any other 
sport and friendships forged in the mountains are 
more enduring. Many of us in this room tonight have 
known you, Fredy — and each other — for thirty 
years or more. Sadly, I have probably climbed my 
last peak with you, but when Hook back over the last 
30 years I am rewarded by memories of many happy 
days spent together in the high mountains.' 
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Hilary Head 

Mark Spurway 

David Meer 

DHO Training 
1985/86 

Record numbers of trainees took part in this year's 
training sessions and the race results, which are 
elsewhere in this report, are evidence of the 
excellent standards of training being provided. 

Two modes of transport were tried this year in 
an effort to establish the most convenient and most 
cost effective means of transport. Coaches from 
Edinburgh and London were used in the Summer 
and at Christmas and a flight from Gatwick to 
Zurich was organised at Easter. 

Despite the inevitable disruptions caused by bad 
weather, our team of trainers managed by a 
combination of inspiration and perspiration to 
ensure that all the trainees received as much 
formal training as conditions permitted. The many 
ad hoc activities which had to be organised 
provided all participants (including some parents) 
with the opportunity of toning up minds as well as 
muscles. A point well made by Ingrid is 'If the 
maximum benefit is to be gained from a training 
programme, trainees should ensure that they are 
extremely fit before commencing their tuition.' 

Summer at Tignes 
Thirty eight trainees were registered for the 
summer session at Tignes, the largest group to 
date. Travel arrangements were handled by 
Allister McNab who organised coaches to depart 
from Edinburgh and London. The general feeling 
was that this worked well, being comparatively 
inexpensive and also allowing trainees to get 
acquainted in advance of being split into their 
training groups. 

The Chalet Club received universal approval for 
providing tidy, clean and well set out 
accommodation — at least that was how it was 
when the trainees arrived. The absence of an 
English breakfast was somewhat compensated for 
by the plentiful supply of good food at lunchtime 
and in the evenings. The use of The Chalet Club 
by virtually all of the BARSC clubs generated a 
very good atmosphere. 

The weather was generally good but the sun 
frequently softened the snow by the end of the 
morning session so inhibiting the preparation of 
the piste for the next day. Some pole training had 
to be carried out over large ruts. 

The trainers set a fairly rigorous programme 
commencing with a pre-breakfast run at 6.30 am. 
with everyone expected to be on snow and working 
by 8.30. The training was varied and exhaustive — 
some would say exhausting — and a range of 
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strenuous off snow activities added to the general 
raising of overall fitness. The highlight of these 
activities was undoubtedly the mini-marathon 
with over 100 taking part and DHO winning the 
team prize. 

The BARSC Summer Races, sponsored again 
this year by LSI Computers Ltd, were 
professionally and smoothly organised and very 
well attended. DHO achieved excellent results and 
were awarded eleven out of the nineteen 
equipment grants provided by the sponsor. 

It is now generally accepted that the Summer 
Training Session is an essential element in the 
training year of the serious ski racer. At Tignes the 
club has laid a first class foundation upon which 
even better training programmes can be built in 
the future. 

Christmas at Wengen/Fulpmes 
The largest ever group of trainees arrived in 
Lauterbrunnen on 19th December to be greeted 
by warm spring-like weather, cows still grazing in 
green meadows and reportedly the worst snow 
conditions for over twenty years. 

However, with a little enterprise, one reasonable 
run and the discovery of additional areas of snow, 
training commenced as planned on Day One. 
During the first week most of the skiing was done 
between Wengernalp and Allmend. A short slalom 
course was stamped out opposite Scheidegg, below 
the railway. This enabled some slalom training to 
be given but of course there was no lift and 
trainees had to walk up after each run. 

The very bad conditions put a good deal of 
pressure on the ingenuity of the trainers and the 
resilience of the trainees. The fact that almost as 
much training was accomplished as would have 
been expected under good conditions is an 
indication of the expertise and dedication of all 
concerned. 

The main activity off the hill was some very 
good fitness training organised by Ivan Taylor and 
one of the older trainees. This proved a great 
success as a social event as well as part of the 
training programme. It is recommended that the 
regular inclusion of older trainees in the role of 
training assistants should be considered. 

Snow fell on Christmas Day and again on 27th 
December. Although this meant that skiing was 
considerably extended there was never really 
enough snow and the many rocks took a heavy toll 
of skis. 

Although, due to the poor conditions, both the 
DHO and Kandahar scheduled races had been 
cancelled, the improvement at the end of the first 
week permitted their reconsideration. It was 
agreed that a slalom course should be set on the 
Aspen and the two clubs should compete for the 
honours. It turned out to be one of the best races 

Chris Mew 

THE NEW RACING 
AND TRAINING TEAM 
After many years of dedicated service, John and 
Bridget Latimer have resigned from their 
Executive positions. It is a measure of their 
expertise and efficiency that a Committee of 5 has 
been set up to carry on their duties relating to 
racing and training. 

Mr Tom Fitzpatrick was asked to act as 
caretaker Chairman for one year and then to 
present the DHO Committee with his report and 
recommendations. These have now been presented 
to, and approved by, that Committee who have 
given the Racing and Training Committee an 
executive mandate for 3 years. The composition of 
the new Committee and Tom Fitzpatrick's report 
are included on pages 

COMPOSITION OF RACING & 
TRAINING COMMITTEE 

Tom Fitzpatrick 
Ingrid Christopherson 
David Meer 

Evie Bowyer 
Tina Hudson 

— Chairman 
— Snow Manager 
— Travel Manager and 
Snow Parent 
— Financial Manager 
— Secretary 
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Joanne Gunton 
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ever run with eighty competitors taking the course. 
A vote of thanks goes to Kandahar for their 
assistance in the organisation and a special vote of 
thanks goes to all the parents who joined in with 
such enthusiasm. 

Accommodation in Wengen was once again split 
between the Bellevue for the girls and the 
Soldnella for the boys. 

The party arrived at Fulpmes on 4th January 
and settled into the Alpenrose. The owner was 
commended for his tolerance, providing breakfast 
before 7 am. every morning and also providing a 
decent-sized waxing room without complaints 
about the horrific mess. 

The British Junior & Children's Championships 
got off to a slow start as both the resort and the 
British organisers experienced some difficulty in 
getting into their stride. The Junior races were not 
well run with long delays and frequent 
postponements. However, by the time the 
Children's races got under way things improved 
substantially with our best results coming in the 
Children I category. 

Easter at Wengen/Courmayeur 
The Easter training contingent included a large 
number of newcomers and it is hoped that most, if 
not all, will become regular trainees with DHO. 
For the first time arrangements were made for the 
party to travel by air from Gatwick to Zurich. The 
general feeling expressed was that the time saved 
more than justified the small additional cost. 

On arrival at Zurich the party split into two 
groups, with the larger group proceeding to 
Wengen for training and the smaller group, under 
Ingrid's guidance, making their way to 
Courmayeur for the ESC races. 

The journey to Courmayeur took five hours, the 
party arriving in time for supper on the Friday 
evening. Accommodation was at an absolute 
premium in the resort due to it being one of the 
busiest weekends of the tourist season. The DHO 
group had to make do with a somewhat below par 
apartment with eight beds instead of twelve. 
Would it be possible for the ESC to hold their 
annual races after the Easter weekend so as to 

avoid such congestion? It is understood that the 
Sandown group were divided among four different 
locations and found communications almost 
impossible. 

The DHO party managed two days training 
before the ESC races were due to begin but the 
first race due to take place on the Monday was 
cancelled so an extra day's training was gained. 
The four races, two slaloms and two GS, were run 
in hot sunshine, strong winds, thick fog and snow 
showers. The results therefore should be taken 
with a pinch of salt. According to Ingrid, the 
prevailing conditions for the first slalom were so 
bad that it is doubtful if the World Cup team 
would have attempted a race in similar 
circumstances. 

Meanwhile, back at Wengen, training took place 
for the first week in near perfect conditions — 
snow at night and sunshine through the day. 
However, by the weekend, as the Courmayeur 
group arrived, the weather deteriorated with gale 
force winds uprooting trees and damaging 
property. 

However, the resourcefulness of the trainers 
once again came to the fore and little training time 
was lost. It was decided to abandon the usual pack 
lunches in favour of taking hot lunches at the 
Bellevue Hotel. This proved a very popular 
decision and many parents joined the lunch 
parties. The Bellevue will be happy to provide this 
service in future for SFrs 7 per child. 

The weather changed from high winds to heavy 
snow during he last three days and race day 
dawned with 80 cms of new snow and the railway 
closed due to an avalanche. So that some 
competition might take place, a small dual slalom 
course was set on the nursery slopes and some very 
enjoyable racing took place on the last day, though 
it must be said that it did not make up for the real 
thing. 

By and large the training was well organised and 
ran smoothly. The biggest improvement over 
previous training sessions was the transport. It 
really was quite a treat to leave Wengen at 10 am. 
and arrive at Gatwick at 1 pm. Costs permitting 
it's the only way to go! 

BRITISH CHILDREN & JUNIOR ALPINE SKI CHAMPIONSHIPS — 
CHILDREN I 

Women's Giant Slalom — 8 January : 9 Racers 
4. Hilary Head 

Men's Giant Slalom — 8 January : 22 Racers 
2. Mark Spurway; 3. David Meer; 4. James Ormond; 6. Jonathon Frame; 7. Santa Spurway; 10. Adam 
Bloom; 12. Jamie Lonie; 19. Charles Maxlow-Tomlinson; 21. James Tannock. 

Women's Slalom — 9 January : 9 Racers 
4. Hilary Head 
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Men's Slalom — 9 January : 22 Racers 
1. Mark Spurway; 2. David Meer; 5. Santa Spurway; 7. Jonathon Frame; 8. James Ormond; 9. James 
Bridgman; 10. Jamie Lonie; 18. Charles Maxlow-Tomlinson. 

Women's Combined 
3. Hilary Head. 

Men's Combined 
1. Mark Spurway; 2. David Meer; 4. James Ormond; 6. Santa Spurway; 7. Jonathon Frame; 10. Jamie 
Lonie; 17. Charles Maxlow-Tomlinson. 

BRITISH CHILDREN & JUNIOR ALPINE SKI CHAMPIONSHIPS — 
CHILDREN II 

Women's Slalom — 7 January : 23 Racers 
3. Stephanie Grant; 4. Sarah Greenwood; 5. Gemma Handley; 7. Joanne Gunton; 17. Amy Franklin; 18. 
Tracey Bandeira; 19. Claudia Maxlow-Tomlinson; 21. Rebecca Shaw. 

Men's Slalom — 7 January : 47 Racers 
15. Christopher Mew; 18. Charles Spurway; 19. Richard Simons; 20. Jason Grimley; 21. Simon 
Mander; 23. Sacha Zvegintzov; 35. Neil Bleasdale; 37. James Howard. 

Women's Giant Slalom — 8 January : 21 Racers 
4. Sarah Greenwood; 6. Stephanie Grant; 7. Joanne Gunton; 8. Gemma Handley; 17. Rebecca Shaw; 18. 
Tracey Bandeira; 19. Amy Franklin. 

Men's Giant Slalom — 8 January : 46 Racers 
17. Jason Grimley; 18. Charles Spurway; 21. Simon Handley; 22. Simon Mander; 24. Richard Simons; 
25. Christopher Mew; 31. Neil Bleasdale; 32. Sacha Zvegintzov; 37. James Howard. 

Women's Combined 
3. Stephanie Grant; 4. Sarah Greenwood; 5. Gemma Handley; 7. Joanne Gunton; 17. Tracey Bandeira; 
18. Amy Franklin; 19. Rebecca Shaw. 

Men's Combined 
16. Charles Spurway; 17. Christopher Mew; 18. Jason Grimley; 19. Richard Simons; 21. Simon 
Mander; 26. Sacha Zvegintzov; 31. Neil Bleasdale; 34. James Howard. 

BRITISH CHILDREN & JUNIOR ALPINE SKI CHAMPIONSHIPS 1986 — 
JUNIORS 

Women's Giant Slalom — 5 January : 29 Racers 
3. Claire de Pourtales; 15. Kirsty Baynes; 22. Paula Cook. 

Men's Giant Slalom — 5 January : 72 Racers 
1. Morgan Jones; 6. Simon Sutton; 10. Max Crane-Robinson; 18. Matthew Anstead; 20. Justin Davies; 
23. Simon Bromley; 32. Jami Verden-Anderson; 42. Alastair Archibald; 47. Jannick Ruddock. 

Women's Slalom — 6 January : 28 Racers 
1. Claire de Pourtales; 11. Kirsty Baynes; 13. Sarah Mander. 

Men's Slalom — 6 January : 71 Racers 
14. Max Crane-Robinson; 17. Justin Davies; 26. Jami Verden-Anderson. 

Women's Combined 
1. Claire de Pourtales; 10. Kirsty Baynes. 

Men's Combined 
9. Max Crane-Robinson; 13. Justin Davies; 19. Jami Verden-Anderson. 
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THE TOURING FORTNIGHT 
The touring fortnight is a growing attraction for 
those who want to ski a little later in the year, but 
do not want to commit themselves to a full tour. 
From Wengen members set off to climb and ski 
between 5—14 March 1986. Their diary read as 
follows: 

Wednesday, 5 March. Leave Wengen 9.01 train, 
arrive Schilthorn 10.30 am. After coffee walked 
the ridge and around to the head of the Soustall, 
skied down in varied untracked powder to 
Isenfluh. Party consisted of Fredy Fuchs, N & J 
Gardner, P Hollington, J Rankin, N Plummer, M 

| Lasserre and J Webster. 
Saturday, 8 March. To Eismeer, the party 

I consisted of C Leatham, N & J Gardner, who had 
last skied Eismeer 30 years ago, then as now with 
Fredy Fuchs as guide, their 18 year old son 
Michael, a keen skier with no previous touring 
experience and C Hoult, plucked off Wengen 
station that morning. For both the novices and the 
ageing the lasting impressions of the day were 
perhaps, the 12 foot drop out of'the hole' onto th 

I Eismeer glacier, the awe-inspiring seracs, and the 
I climb off the moraine. Having declined Fredy's 
I offer to rope-up that experience was summed up 
Iby Charles Hoult cheerily saying, when only half-
Iway across, 'your husband doesn't like heights does 

he, Mrs Gardner?' All in all a memorable day and 
one which everybody tackled with no difficulty. 

On the same day Yeti took a helicopter party of 
eight to Rosenegg and via the Renfenjoch route to 
the Urbachthal gorge to Innerkirchen. The going 
was varied with some spring snow, a glorious day. 

The party was Yeti, S Edmonds, P Hollington, 
C Edmonds, M Lasserre, N Plummer, W Gaskell, 
J Webster. 

Monday, 10 March. Leave by 6.30 train. Yeti 
drove seven members to Spiez, took 8.00 train to 
top of Niesen, skied down to Mulenen, drove 
round to the Stockhorn, skied down to Erlenbach. 
An excellent tour in good conditions. Party was, 
Yeti, P Benson Browning, D Laken, P Hollington, 
J Gardner, S Edmonds, W Gaskell, J Webster. 

Wednesday, 12 March. Fredy took party of 
seven to Schilthorn, climbed to Huntshorn, skied 
down to Kiental in varied powder, weather fair. 
Party was, Fredy Fuchs, N Gardner, P 
Hollington, M Davies, S Edmonds, J Rankin, J 
Webster. 

Friday, 19 March. Oscar Gertsch took eleven 
members down Patersgrat in well-tracked varied 
snow and excellent weather. The party was, Oscar 
Gertsch, Sir G Pollock, R & K Prenger, P 
Gepfert, M Davies, Ruth, W Gaskell, E Borgers, 
C Latham, M Gardner, J Webster. 

^ 

,4tigi 

\ \ 
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At the AGM on Monday 9th June, the outgoing President, John Waghorn, told members of past successes 
and future plans. 

PRESIDENT'S REPORT 

Although one tends to think of our season as 
starting with the arrival of the Trainees in 
December, I feel it really starts with the Dinner 
Dance in November. Last year a most successful 
joint venture with the 'K' was held and this was 
due to the efforts of Tom Walduck and his selected 
Ball Committee and particularly to the hard work 
of Di Gamble as the administrative secretary. 

This year the DHO and the Kandahar will each 
be holding their own Dinner Dance: ours will be 
on Friday the 7th November at last year's very 
attractive venue — the Roof Gardens Restaurant — 
and I hope that you have all noted this in your 
diaries. 

You may recall that we made no formal plans for 
a visit to Wengen last Summer, and this year we 
again suggest that the late Summer Bank Holiday 
weekend of the 23rd/25th August is when 
members are most likely to meet in Wengen. 
Members should contact Piers Benson Browning 
for details. 

Of course, for our Racing and Training Section, 
the season starts even earlier and our first report is 
of a highly successful visit to train and race on the 
glacier at Tignes where our trainees competed 
with great distinction in the BARSC races. In the 
Combined Events the boys came 1st, 2nd and 3rd 
in Children I, 1st and 3rd in Children II, and 1st, 
2nd and 4th in the Juniors; whilst the girls 
achieved a 2nd in Children II and 1st and 2nd in 
the Juniors. 

The snow did not arrive until Christmas Day 
but was just in time to enable the training 
programme to go ahead. The Kandahar Club 
joined the trainees for a successful Club race 
meeting which was one of the very few to be held 
in a season of variable snow and weather 
conditions. 

In the British Children's and Junior 
Championships at Fulpmes, in Austria, our 
younger children produced combined results of 
1st, 2nd and 4th for the boys, and 3rd for the girls. 
The older boys in Children II showed less 
dramatic results: a best place of 16th out of 46 
entries, but the girls kept the flag flying with 3rd, 
4th, 5th and 7th. In the Junior category we were 
1st in the combined results for girls, and 9th for 
the boys. 

The Easter training benefitted from better snow 
conditions. Then, as at Christmas, the Coggins 

classes catered with their usual efficiency for the 
younger children. 

This has been our first year for the Racing and 
Training Section since John Latimer's retiremeni 
and while Divina Galica remains our Hon Racing 
Secretary, I know she would like me tc 
acknowledge Tom Fitzpatrick's efforts ir 
continuing the smooth running of this most 
important side of our Club's activities. Youi 
committee has received from Tom an extremelj 
comprehensive report of the Racing and Training 
sub-committee and we have the utmost confidence 
in our club's ability to continue to provide the besi 
possible standards of race training. 

It is of course the people that count and ir 
addition to Divina and Tom, we must than! 
particularly, Ingie Christopherson, Iar 
McCormick, David Meer and, for the Coggins 
the Currie family, for their invaluable help, anc 
also the many parents who support us on al 
occasions. 

I would also like to thank all those members whc 
have so generously contributed to our training 
requirements by giving donations for 'flexipoles 
for slalom training. 

A large number of Club members were ir 
Wengen throughout the season and our Hor 
Membership Secretary, Madeleine Marx, report! 
that about 100 new members joined the Club. 

From Christmas until Easter our Wenger 
Secretary, Piers Benson Browning, and our CM 
representatives organised a programme of C M 
runs, races and apres-ski activities. 

January gales caused the cancellation of th< 
Lauberhorn Race and although there wai 
fortunately little damage to property the wine 
blew away many of the Lauberhorn Race Cours< 
safety nets and mattress barricades, some of whicl 
have never been found, and the Race Committee 
had no option but to cancel the Downhill event 
while they were able to run the Slalom. 

In February the DHO held a reception in th< 
Eiger Hotel for a number of Swiss friends it 
Wengen. Our guests included Paul von Allmar 
from the Alpenrose, who is the new President o 
the Verkehrsverein and also Erich Leeman 
Manager of the Sunstar, who has succeeded Her: 
Plozza as President of the Wengen Hotel; 
Association. The DHO hosts were supported bj 
Ali and Moira Ross who had just arrived. 
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The Wengen Curling Club held their 75th 
Anniversary Party in January, when the DHO 
were represented by Piers Benson Browning who 
presented the framed print of the Bonspiel at 
Montrose. 

Easter was enlivened by the presence of a TV 
film crew who were collecting material for a BBC 
documentary on the development of skiing 
holidays and a number of members were involved 
in assisting this film unit during their week in 
Wengen. 

Our Touring Section goes from strength to 
strength. Whether this is the result of the influx of 
wounger members, which John Webster reported a 
couple of years ago, or renewed vigour of the older 
ones, has yet to be determined. Perhaps it's a 
combination of both, but anyway a successful 
touring fortnight was enjoyed in March, although 
|the Spring Tour was curtailed by bad weather. 

LAUTERBRUNNEN 

Modern self-contained flatlets 
to let, sleeping 2/6. 
Middle of village. 

3 minutes from station. 
From £5 per person per day. 

Mrs Teresa Staeger 
34 Boulevard d'ltalie, MC 98000, 

Monaco 

Tel: (010 33) 93 50 43 52 Daytime 
Tel: (010 33) 93 30 48 08 Evening 
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In closing my last report after the six years 
during which I have been privileged to be your 
President, I would like to thank everyone who has 
served on our committee during my term of office, 
and all the Club's officers, both present and past, 
who have given me so much loyal support and who 
work so hard to ensure the succes of our Club. In 
addition to those whom I have already mentioned, 
I would particularly like to thank our Hon 
Treasurer, Evie Bowyer, our Hon Editor, Paddy 
Ryan, our Hon Publicity Officer, Freddie 
Whitelaw and our Hon Medical Officer, latterly 
John Rigby and now Jeremy Rickford. I have 
already mentioned Di Gamble, but I must thank 
her again for being such an outstandingly efficient 
and long suffering Hon Secretary. 

Finally, our thanks to the Walduck family and 
Imperial London Hotels for allowing us to hold 
our meeting here this evening. 

WENGEN 
CURLING CLUB 
WCC — DHO Joint Meet 
By Eric Hinds 
This was a very successful occasion, and the DHO 
have stated that they would like another evening 
next year, during the week of 25th January 1987 
(suggest 29th or 30th as being suitable dates). 
Members of the DHO do not arrive in numbers in 
Wengen before the last week of curling. 

Twelve people were given instruction by Jim 
Stewart and Susan Hinds, ten from DHO and two 
'walkers'. The tuition started at 5.30 pm, lasting 
about one hour, followed by two short 'games', 
with three on each side, with experienced WCC 
members 'skipping'. The weather was dreadful, 
with snow blowing in, which did not help the 
curlers because the ice was covered with snow. 
Certain WCC members worked valiantly trying to 
keep the ice clear. They were fighting a losing 
battle, so fierce was the blizzard. 

At 8.00 pm the party moved to the Bernerhof, 
where twenty three sat down to a meal. Sixteen 
bottles of Beaujolais and three of Champagne were 
disposed of during the rest of the evening, 
indicating the prevailing spirit of goodwill. These 
were nobly paid for by the DHO. The Ice Rink 
Clubhouse gave free ice for the occasion, also a 
very generous gesture, which is much appreciated. 

Whether any skiers will become curlers remains 
to be seen. We are especially grateful to the two 
teachers, Jim Stewart and Susan Hinds, for freely 
giving of their services. 
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RULES OF THE DOWNHILL ONLY CLUB 
(as amended on 5th June 1980) 

1. The name of the Club shall be 'The Downhill Only Club'. 

2. The objects of the Club are the encouragement of racing and the promotion of good skiing and good fellowship among skiers in the Wengen 
district. The Club will also co-operate with the Wengen Kurverein to provide the best possible facilities for skiing in the district. 

3. The Club shall consist of: 
(a) Ordinary Members 
(b) Foreign Members 
(c) Honorary Members 
(d) Coggins 
(e) Associate Members 
Members in categories (a), (b) and (c) above shall enjoy the full privileges of membership subject to the proviso that entry for certain 
races may be restricted to British members of the Club. For categories (d) and (e) the privileges of membership shall be as hereinafter 
provided. 

4. Management 
The Management of the Club shall be vested in the Committee (hereinafter referred to as 'the Committee') which shall consist of: 
(a) The officers of the Club, namely the Presidents, the Honorary Secretary, the Honorary Treasurer and not more than seven other 

Officers elected as provided by Rule 5. A Member may be elected to more than one office. 
(b) Not more that 10 Elective Members as provided by Rule 5. 
(c) Not more that 3 co-opted Members as provided by Rule 7. 
(d) The Committee shall meet at least once in every year in Wengen and at such other time and place as may be agreed by the Committee 

from time to time. 

5. (a) The Officers and Elective Members of the Committee shall be elected at the Annual General Meeting and shall hold office until the next 
Annual General Meeting after their election. Two Elective Members of the Committee will retire annually by rotation, and will not be 
eligible for re-election for one year. 

(b) The Committee shall propose candidates at the Annual General Meeting to fill the posts of Officers and Elective Committee Members 
and shall select such Candidates by ballot. An Officer or Elective Member who has in the previous year failed to attend at least ONE 
meeting of the Committee (unless prevented by illness or absence abroad) and/or who has not, in the previous 3 years, been in Wengen 
during the winter season is not eligible for re-election. 
Due notice of the names of all Candidates to be proposed shall be posted to every member of the Club at least 3 weeks before the Annual 
General Meeting and if special circumstances have necessitated any deviation from this rule, such notice shall contain an explanation to 
that effect. 

(c) In addition to the proposals by the Committee, any two members of the Club may propose a Candidate for any of the posts mentioned 
above, by giving notice to the Honorary Secretary at least fourteen days before the date of the Annual General Meeting, accompanied by 
the consent in writing of the Candidate so proposed. 

(d) If at the Meeting the number of candidates duly proposed does not exceed the number of vacancies, the Chairman shall declare the 
Candidates elected, otherwise the election shall be by ballot. 

(e) The Committee shall have the power, by unanimous vote, to elect an Honorary President. This appointment shall be supernumary to 
the Officials and Committee as defined in Rules 4(a) and 4(b). The Honorary President shall serve for a period of three years, but may be 
re-elected for further 3 year periods. Honorary Presidents are entitled to attend meetings of the Committee but shall not exercise any 
power to vote on resolutions that are before the Committee. 

6. The Committee has power to appoint such Sub-Committees as the Committee may consider necessary. The Chairman or one named member 
of each Sub-Committee is automatically co-opted to all meetings of the Committee but has no vote. Sub-Committees may incur expenditure on 
behalf of the Club within their particular fields but subject to any restrictions and limitations for the time being imposed by the Committee. 

7. The Committee shall have power, by unanimous vote of those present and voting, to co-opt as an extra member of the Committee any Member 
of the Club, provided that such co-opted members do not exceed three in number and also do not exceed the number of Elective Members 
present. Such co-opted members shall hold office only for the Meeting for which they are co-opted. 

8. Quorum 
Three Members shall form a quorum of the Committee. 

9. The qualifications and procedure for the election of Ordinary Members shall be as follows: 
(a) The candidate must be a British subject or a citizen of a country which is or has been a member of the British Commonwealth. 
(b) Every candidate for admission as an Ordinary Member must be a competent skier of good SCGB third class standard. In signing the 

Proposal Form, the Proposer and Seconder shall certify either that the candidate has reached this standard or that he or she has passed 
the whole of the SCGB second class test. 

(c) A candidate as an Ordinary Member must be proposed and seconded by Members of the Club, one of whom must either be a current 
Club representative or a Member of the Committee. The proposers must certify that the candidate is suitable in every way to become a 
Member of the Club and sign the appropriate application form accordingly. 

(d) Membership is subject to the affirmative resolution of the Committee but shall be deemed to have commenced on the date when a duly 
completed membership form was lodged with the Club. 

10. Candidates for election as Foreign Members must be amateur skiers under British Rules and must comply with the requirements of Rule 9, 
excepting only the stipulation in paragraph (a) as to British Nationality and subject to both the Proposer and Seconder being Members of the 
Committee. Their election will not become effective until the Proposal Form has been submitted to a Meeting of the Committee and the 
election approved by a unanimous vote. Foreign Members may enjoy all the privileges of Membership, but not hold office unless approved by 
a unanimous vote. The number of Foreign Members shall not exceed 25% of the total membership of the Club. 

11. The Committee has power, by a unanimous vote of those present and voting, to invite eminent ski-runners and those whose services are of 
great value to the Club to become Honorary Members of the Club. Such Members shall be exempt from the payment of any subscriptions and 
shall be automatially awarded the Club's Silver Badge. 

12. Candidates for election as Coggins must not have attained the age of 12 and must have a parent or guardian who is a Member or an Associate 
Member of the Club. They will be required to pass the Coggins Test and will pay a seasonal subscription which will entitle them to wear a 
Coggins badge, Coggins will not receive a copy of the Club Journal. They are entitled to participate in any skiing events specially organised for 
Coggins but not in the Club runs or in the social events organised by the Club. 
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13. The qualifications and procedure for the election of Associate Members and Temporary Associate Members shall be as follows: 
(a) A Candidate must be proposed and seconded by Members of the Club, one of whom must either be a current Club Representative or a 

Member of the Committee. The Proposer and Seconder shall satisfy themselves that the Candidate is interested in the sport of skiing 
and is suitable in every way to become a Member of the Club and sign the appropriate application form accordingly. 

(b) The subscriptions of Associate Members shall be as provided by Rule 14. Associate Members will be entitled to receive the Club Journal 
and to attend all social functions organised by the Club, but they shall not be entitled to any other privileges of Membership. 

(c) Temporary Associate Membership is available for one season only. The subscription for such Membership is as provided by Rule 14. 
Temporary Associate Members will not receive a copy of the Club Journal and their Membership will lapse automatically at the end of 
the season in Wengen, and their names, therefore, will not be recorded in the Members list. 

14. (a) Subscription rates for Ordinary Members, Foreign Members, Coggins, Associate Members, Temporary Associate Members (one season 
only) and for Life Membership (a Lump Sum alternative available to Foreign Members and to British subjects permanently resident 
abroad) are as fixed by the Committee. They will normally be found under 'Club Notes' in the current edition of the Journal. 

(b) Annual subscriptions are due and payable on election and thereafter on every succeeding 1st November. Annual subscriptions are 
payable by bankers order but this requirement may be waived by the Hon. Secretary or Hon. Treasurer if there are special circumstances 
which justify a departure from this rule. 

15. A Member may be expelled from the Club at a special General Meeting called for the purpose. Due notice of this motion shall be posted to 
every Member of the Club, at least 14 days before the Meeting, and also to the Member concerned, who shall be given an opportunity of 
appearing before the Meeting to state his case. No Member shall be expelled unless at least 10 votes are passed in favour of the motion. Any 
Member whose subscription is more than 12 months in arrear may be expelled at any Committee Meeting provided that such expulsion is 
approved by a unanimous vote of those present and voting. 

16. Ordinary Members or Foreign Members who are better than SCGB Second Class may be awarded the Club's Silver Badge by the unanimous 
vote of the Committee provided that the nomination is supported by the current representative who shall himself have skiied with the 
candidate. 

17. The Club's RACING ARROW and also its GOLD BADGE can only be awarded by a unanimous-vote taken at a Committee Meeting 
attended by not less that 10 Members. Both are intended to encourage British skiing and will only be awarded to Members of British 
Nationality. Only one RACING ARROW may be awarded to any one Member. 

18. The Annual General Meeting of the Club shall be held during the months of June or July. The Honorary Treasurer shall produce for the 
Annual General Meeting a statement of the financial position of the Club, as at the previous 30th April. At least three weeks notice shall be 
given in writing for the Annual General Meeting and at least fourteen days for an Extraordinary General Meeting. 

19. The Chair, whether at General Meetings or Committee Meetings, shall be taken by the President, or in his absence by the Vice-President; or in 
their absence by the Senior Member of the Committee. The Chairman shall have a deliberate vote, and in the case of any equality of votes, a 
casting vote also. 

20. Throughout these rules words importing the masculine gender shall be deemed also to include the feminine gender. 

21. The Club Rules may only be altered by a majority of two-thirds of those present and voting at a General Meeting. The notice convening such 
Meeting shall specify the alterations proposed. 

22. The Property of the Club 
(a) The property of the Club (other than the legacy funds received by the Club from the Executors of the Late Mrs H. R. Hepworth and 

accretions and accruals and additions thereto, hereinafter called 'The Hepworth Fund') shall be vested in the Honorary Treasurer or 
such other person or persons as shall be authorised by Resolution of the Committee who shall deal with such property in accordance 
with the directions of the Committee. 

(b) The Committee shall by resolution from time to time authorise such proper persons (being Officers) as it thinks fit to sign cheques 
drawn on any accounts in the Club's name. 

(c) The Hepworth Fund shall be vested in Trustees (hereinafter called 'the Hepworth Trustees') who shall apply the capital and income 
thereof for the promotion of ski racing and training at their discretion provided that in exercising such discretion they shall take account 
of any recommendation of the Committee and they shall be indemnified against risk and expense out of the Hepworth Fund. 

(d) The Hepworth Trustees shall be elected at a General Meeting of the Club and shall not be more than 5 nor fewer than 3 a majority of 
whom shall be non resident in the UK. The President for the time being shall be ex officio a Hepworth Trustee and the remaining 
Trustees shall hold ofTice until death or retirement or until such time as new trustees shall be appointed in their place by resolution of 
Members in a General Meeting of the Club. Any Trustee being a solicitor or other person engaged in any profession or business shall be 
entitled to charge and be paid all usual charges for business transacted, time expended and acts done by him or any employee or partner 
of his in connection wth the execution of the trusts of the Hepworth Fund. 
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Show You're in the Club! 

Sweatshirt 
White only, with badges and 
stripes in blue, red and black 
as appropriate. 35SF 

Headband 
Knitted, applied 
badge. 15SF 

Racing Sweatei 
Designed and manufacturec 
especially for DHO by Sine 

Cova of Hotel Falken 
Wengen. Price not known 

but will be competitive 

Wore: All above will attract VAT at normal rate h 
bought in UK. They should be paid for in Swiss 
Francs in Switzerland. With currency fluctuations 
as they are, we reserve the right to alter prices 
without prior notice. 

To: Freddie Whitelaw, c/o Deva Publicity 
12 Nicholas Street, Chester CH1 2NX 

Please arrange to have the following available at the DHO hut for me: 
Number Size inches 

Sweatshirt 
Racing Sweater 
Head-band 

expect to arrive in Wengen on 

UK telephone number for queries 

Signed^ 
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Officers and Committees, Season 1986—87 
Hon. President: ERNST GERTSCH 
President: Mrs R. E. H. EDMONDS 
Hon. Vice-President: J. LATIMER 

Vice-Presidents: P. BENSON BROWNING, T. H. WALDUCK 
Hon. Secretary: D. K. O'N. GAMBLE, Creg-ny-Baa, Halse, Nr. Brackley, Northants NN13 6DY 

Hon. Members' Secretary: Mrs M. MARX, 23 Kensington Heights, Campden Hill Road, London W8 7BD 
Hon. Racing Secretary: Miss D. GALICA, M.B.E., Vale House, Little Somerford, Near Chippenham, Wilts. 

Hon. Wengen Secretary: P. BENSON BROWNING, Winter Address: D. H. O. Office, 3823 Wengen, Switzerland 
Hon. Treasurer: Miss E. M. BOWYER, 92 Valiant House, Vicarage Crescent, London S.W.ll. 

Hon. Editor: Brig. D. F. RYAN, O.B.E., Lodwick, Monxton, Hants SP11 8AW 
Hon. Medical Officer: Dr J. RICKFORD, 1 Eleanor Grove, Barnes, London SW13 

Hon. Publicity Officer: F. W. D. WHITELAW, Deva Publicity Services Ltd., 12 Nicholas Street, Chester CHI 2NX 
Hon. Entertainments Officer: T. H. WALDUCK, Woodfield Farm, Kentish Lane, Hatfield, Herts AL9 6JL 

Mrs C. McEwan (1982) 
H. S. Lockhart (1983) 
N. Currie (1984) 

Committee 
Mrs A. Laurie-Walker (1984) 
T. Fitzpatrick (1985) 
Miss S. Ireland (1985) 
I. McCormick (1985) 

Miss I. Christophersen (1986) 
Miss V. Marshall (1986) 
R. Ingall (1986) 

D. H. O. Representative in Scotland: R. Handley, Earnock, 7 Boswall Road, Edinburgh 

Sub-Committees: 
FINANCE: Miss E. M. Bowyer (Chairman), M. C. Garthwaite, Jonathan Latimer, J. A. V. Wade, J. D. D. Waghorn 

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS: P. Benson Browning (Chairman), Dr J. Rickford 
RACING: Miss D. Galica M.B.E. (Chairman), P. Benson Browning, I. Bloom, N. Currie, T. Fitzpatrick, 

I. McCormick, J. D. D. Waghorn 
TOURING: J. Webster, P. Benson Browning, Mrs A. S. Hollington 

Presidents: 
1924-25 Major C. J. White, M.C. 
1925-26 Major S. F. Fisken, M.C. 
1926-28 Major C. J. White, M.C. 
1928-29 Major C. J. White, M.C. 
1928-31 Flt.-Lt. H. R. D. Waghorn 
1931-32 T. R. Fox 
932-33 Major C. J. White, M.C. 
.933-34 Lt.-Cdr. R. B. Gossage R.N. 
934-35 K. D. Foster 

| .935-36 Capt. R. A. D. Fullerton 
936-37 Capt. R. A. D. Fullerton 
937-38 Major H. W. Hall, M.C. 
938—45 Wartime Trustees: Capt. R. A. 
945-48 Col. C. J. Odling, T.D. 
948-49 K. D. Foster, M.B.E. 
949-50 K. D. Foster, M.B.E. 
950-53 K. D. Foster, M.B.E. 
953—56 Sir Adrian Jarvis, Bart. 
956-57 K. D. Foster, M.B.E. 
957-60 C. E. W. Mackintosh 
960-64 C. E. W. Mackintosh 
964-67 H. S. Walduck 
967-70 H. S. Walduck 
970-73 R. E. H. Edmonds 
973-75 R. E. H. Edmonds 
975-76 The Hon. Mrs S. Hensman 
976—78 The Hon. Mrs S. Hensman 
978-80 The Hon. Mrs S. Hensman 
980-83 J. D. D. Waghorn 
983-85 J. D. D. Waghorn 
985-86 J. D. D. Waghorn 

Past Presidents and Vice-Presidents 
Vice-Presidents: 
K. D. Foster 

Flt.-Lt. H. R. D. Waghorn 
Capt. J. C. Davis 
C. F. S. Taylor 
T. R. Fox 
Capt. R. A. D. Fullerton 
Capt. R. A. D. Fullerton 
K. D. Foster 
Major H. W. Hall, M.C. 
J. W. Richardson 

Capt. J. C. Davis 
T. R. Fox 
Major C. J. White M.C. 
C. F. S. Taylor 
C. E. Gardner 
Major C. J. White M.C. 
T. R. Fox 

D. Fullerton, P. M. Hepworth and G. Paxton 

A. H. H. Gilligan 
A. A. Jarvis 
Sir Adrian Jarvis, Bart. 
H. M. J. Barnard-Hankey 
Mrs P. M. Hepworth 
Mrs P. M. Hepworth 
Mrs P. M. Hepworth 
Mrs P. M. Hepworth 
R. E. H. Edmonds 
M. O. Gill 
M. O. Gill 
J. N. Paxton 
J. Latimer 
J. Latimer 
J. Latimer 
J. Latimer 
J. Latimer 

A. A. Jarvis 
H. M. J. Barnard-Hankey 
H. M. J. Barnard-Hankey 
Mrs P. M. Hepworth 
C. E. W. Mackintosh 
The Hon. Max Aitken, D.S.O.. 
Dr R. M. Mason 
Dr R. M. Mason 
M. O. Gill 
H. P. Gardner 
The Hon. Mrs S. Hensman 
J. Latimer 

J. D. D. Waghorn 
D. K. D. Foster 
P. Benson Browning 
P. Benson Browning 

D.F.C. 
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RACING 
ODLING CUP. 13 Feb 86. Top of the Bumps to Inner Wengen. Fine. No Fall. 
(V). Andreas Cova 2'03"; 1. Mike Loveday 2'04"; 2. Charles Hoult 2'09"; 3. Vicky Marshall 3'25"; 4 
Donald McGilvary 3'30"; 5. Jimmy Le Coq 3'42"; 6. John Waghorn 3'55"; 7. Linnet Waghorn 4'05" 
8. Jenny Ryan 4'05"; 9. Colin Bather 4'30"; 10. Sue Ryan 6'15"; 11. Henry Lockhart F; Rupert Mass F 

MACMILLAN CUP. 6 Feb 86. Barhag to Aspen Cafe. Good. Sunny. 
I. M Loveday 3'18"; (Overall Winner but offered trophy to next competitor); 2. C Hoult 3'29"; 3. I 
Benson Browning 3'30" (Jarvis Cup over 40); 4. R Maas 3'39"; 5. P Gepfert 4'53"; 6. P Leach 5'13"; 7 
A Leffort 5'16"; 8. J Polatch 5'16"; 9. S Brooke 5'21" (Lockhart Cup for Ladies); 10. M Woodall 5'22" 
II. P Cavanagh 7'08" (Stretcher Cup over 60); 12. John Waghorn 7' 11" (Bathchair Cup over 50); 13.1 
Waghorn 7'21"; 14. K Roome 7'33"; 15. I McAlister 8'21"; 16. S Ryan 8'35"; 17. H Lockhart 9'23" 
18. E Delso 9'40"; 19. J Maas 10'21"; 20. S Pearson 12'32"; 21. J Whitehouse 13'20"; 22. J A Huntei 
14'39" (Heavenly Bowl over 70). 
(These results are a reconstitution of the list which was lost after the prize-giving. The editor apologise; 
for any errors). 

ANDY CAP. 12 Feb 86. Handicapped. Two part race, downhill and slalom. 
Grindelwald Std and Eggplatz. Fine. 
Combined results: 1. Linnet Waghorn; 2. Jenny Ryan; = 3. Harold Thorp and Anthony Le Fort; 5 
Sarah Brooke; = 6. Paddy Ryan and Vicky Marshall; 8. Dick Edmonds; 9. Henry Lockhart; 10. Mik< 
Loveday; 11. Rupert Maas; 12. Sarah Edmonds; 13. Piers Benson Browning; = 14. Unni Loveday, Su< 
Ryan, John Waghorn, Bill Ferguson; 18. Maggie Miller; 19. Frank Garnham; 20. Ian Russell; 21 
Charles Hoult. 

RELAY RACE. 5 Feb 86. Barhag to Aspen Cafe. Fine. Good. Raced in teams. 
1. Keith Room, Mike Loveday, Sarah Brooke, Stefan Makrides; 2. Paul Cavanagh, Paul Zvegintzov 
Charles Hoult, Paddy Ryan; 3. Sue Ryan, John Polatch, Andreas Cova, Michael Woodhill; 4. Henn 
Lockhart, Piers Benson Browning, Jill Armstrong, Anthony Le Fort; 5. Richard Wheway, Unn 
Loveday, Sally Warren, Phil Gepfert; 6. Eve Mellor, Bill Armstrong, John Waghorn, Val Hadrill. 

HEINZ CUP. 27 Feb 86. Top of the Bumps to Mary's Cafe. Fine. 
1. Max Davies 2'42"; 2. Jo Rankin 2'46"; 3. Vicky Marshall 2'51"; 4. Michael Moore 2'58"; 5. Sail' 
Warren 3'09"; 6. Paul Wilkinson 3'16"; 7. Nick Bidgen 3'24"; 8. Jane Kilvert 3'25"; 9. John Waghori 
3'40"; 10. Ian Ratnage 3'43"; 11. Nigel Wilder 3'50"; 12. Linnet Waghorn 3'57"; 13. Caroline Moor 
4'12". 

RAILWAY CUP. 20 Feb 86. Winner finishes closest to own estimate of time. 
1. John Waghorn; 2. Tony Hunter; 3. Vicky Marshall; 4. Jan Kilvert; 5. Henry Lockhart; 6. Pete 
Gamble; 7. Dawn; 8. Gilly Le Coq; 9. Sally Warren; 10. Henk; 11. Tim Watson; 12. Fiona Watson; 13 
Carol Hunter; 14. Roland Hirni; 15. Neil Stewart; 16. Di Gamble; 17. Mark; 18. Beatrice Hirni; 19 
Elsi Kent; 20. Jimmy Le Coq; 21. Harold Sharp; 22. Sarah Pearson; 23. Linnet Waghom; 24. Charle 
Hoult; 25. Caroline Watson; 26. Sandra Hunnex; 27. Mark Donati. 

KURVEREIN CRYSTAL 13 Mar 86. Pairs Race. Handicapped on combined ages. 
Includes uphill and downhill. 1st on Handicap John Webster and Daphne Lakin. 
1st on Time Tessa Bevan-Jones and Richard. 

COGGINS EASTER RACES. 3 Mar 86. Eggplatz. 
1. Tom Cartwright 24.0"; 2. Lionel Healing 26.1"; 3. Pepi Van Soest 27.4"; 4. Tom Miller 27.9"; 5 
Andrew Crockett 32.1"; 6. Matius Boehim 40.5"; 7. Olivia Hill 45.6"; 8. Tina Beck 45.7"; 9. Gir 
McGrath 47.4"; 10. Nicola Crokett 159.5". 
Disqualified: Harry Gleadonware, Julian Pzangas, Mark Brigham, Hugo Healing, Selina Gleadonware 
Louise Brigham, Jason Crockett, Adam McGrath, Katie Beck. 
Did not finish: Chris Miller. 
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CONTACT ADDRESS 
Mrs Marx, the Membership Secretary, would be 
grateful if members who received this magazine 
via their banks were to write to her at 28 
Kensington Heights, Campden Hill Road, 
London W8 7BD giving her their home addresses. 

DEATHS 
We regret to announce the deaths of 
E L (Toby) Elliot, W D (Willy) Bailey, Dr R A 
Stenhouse. 

BIRTHS 
We congratulate 
Jacqueline and Jeremy Rickford on the birth of 
Thomas; Anna and Jamie Rankin on the birth of a 
daughter Caroline and John Armstong on the birth 
of Morwenna Louise Elizabeth. 

MARRIAGE 
We congratulate Mrs Barbara Syme (nee 
Lonsdale) on her marriage. 

NEW MEMBERS ELECTED IN THE YEAR 
- 113 

BADGES 
Silver Badge — Mrs L Waghorn. 

REPRESENTATIVES 
19 Dec—3 Jan 
3 Jan—31 Jan 
31 Jan-14 Feb 
14 Feb-28 Feb 
28 Feb-14 Mar 
14 Mar—28 Mar 
28 Mar-11 Apr 

Piers Benson Browning 
Tessa Bevan-Jones 
Paul Zvegintzov 
To be arranged 
John Webster 
Sally Ireland 
Jonathan Latimer 

TOURING FORTNIGHT 1987 
20th February — 15th March. 
Two day tour in the Simmental region with guidi 
Please contact J H M Webster, Tuxford (077' 
870282 by 30th January if interested. 

SPRING TOUR 1987 
Meet ADELBODEN Sunday 19th April. 
Tour starts Engstilgenalp, Monday 20th -
Sunday 26th April. 
For further details contact J H M Webste 
Tuxford (0777) 870282 or at Westwood Farn 
Ollerton Road, Tuxford, Newark, Notts. 

RACE FIXTURES 1986/87 
24 Dec 
26 Dec 
27 Dec 
31 Dec 

l j a n 
4 Jan 

18 Jan 
22 Jan 
5 Feb 
12 Feb 
19 Feb 
26 Feb 
5 Mar 
12 Mar 

HELP! 
Wanted -

Winter Races 
Coggins Races 
Heinz Cup (DHO) 
Ernst Gertsch Birthday Slalom 
(DHO and WSC under 18) 
Odling Cup (DHO No-fall) 
DHO Run with Instructor (and 
every Sunday till end of season 
Polytechnic Cup (WN) 
Obstacle Race (Open) 
MacMillan Cup (DHO) 
Kurverein Crystal (DHO Pairs; 
Railway Cup 
Heinz Cup 
Jungfrau Marathon 
Uphill Marathon 

- Treasurer 
The DHO urgently needs a Treasurer now. It is 
job that would suit a retired accountant. If you a 
interested please telephone Mrs Sarah Edmonds 
09237-74747. 

SILVER BADGE AWARDS 
Michelle Currie, Tessa Bevan-Jones, 
Currie, Mrs L Waghorn. 

Mrs 
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T H E M E E T I N G P L A C E FOR T H E 

MEMBERS OF THE D . H . O . C L U B , 
THE SKI C L U B OF GREAT B R I T A I N 
A N D T H E W E N G E N S K I C L U B 

HOTEL EIGEB 
RESTAURANT AND GRILLROOM NEAR THE RAILWAY STATION 

E X C E L L E N T L A G E R B E E R 

L O C A L S P E C I A L D I S H E S 
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Membership List 1986 
The abbreviations used after the figures giving the year of election are: 

HP Honorary President FM Founder Member GL S. C. G. B. Gold Racing Lion 
P President or Past President G D.H.O. Gold Badge SL S.C.G.B. Silver Racing Lion 
HM Honorary Member RA D.H.O. Racing Arrow OT D.H.O. Official Trainer 

S D.H.O. Silver Badge 

Will Members advise the Hon. Membership Secretary of errors or ommissions. 

ADAMS, C. '74 
ADAMS, Miss T. '74 
ADAMS, P.W. '84 
AHERN, Mrs P.C. '85 
AHERN, R.T. '85 
ALBAN-DAVIES, H. '72 
ALEXANDER, I.M. '85 
ALLEN, M.C.K. '70 
ALLIN, Miss S. '77 
ALLISON, Mrs M.D. '72 
ALLMAND-SMITH, T.P. '78 
AMBLER, Mrs V. '37 
ANDERSON, Mrs D. '56 S 
ANDERSON, E.D.H.V. '73 S 
ANDERSON, J.E. '83 
ANDERSON, Miss S.J. '83 
ANDERSON, J.L. '78 
ANDREW, Mrs C.E. '68 
ANDREWS, M. '84 
ANSTEAD, M.J.S. '81 
ARCHER, H.D. '84 
ARCHIBALD, A.R.J. '84 
ARENDT, Miss R. '76 
ARMSTRONG, Mrs C.J. '78 
ARMSTRONG, J.W.A. '78 
ARMSTRONG, Mrs J. '68 S 
ARMSTRONG, W.H. '68 S 
ASHBURNER, T.P.D. '54 G SL 
ASTON, Andrew '78 
ASTON, Antony '76 
ASTON, Mrs C M . '76 
ASTON, Dr J. '76 
ASTON, Miss J. '76 
ATHERTON, Mrs G.M. '86 
ATHERTON, M.A. '86 
ATKINSON, N.F. '84 
AUERBACK, Mrs M.L. '86 
AUERBACK, R.M. '86 

BACKHOUSE, A.M. '84 
BANBERY, A. '68 
BANDEIRA, Miss T. '84 
BARCLAY-BROWN, K. '86 
BARKWILL, N.R. '83 
BARLOW, Mrs P. '78 
BARLOW, S. '78 
BARNARD-HANKEY, H.M.J. '36 

RA 
BARNARD-HANKEY, J.B. '74 
BARRELL, W.A. '83 
BARTHOLOMEW, J.W.P. '80 
BASIL, V. '84 
BATHER, C M . '75 
BEAMAND, Mrs P. '76 
BEARE, S.N. '68 
BECK, A.C. '84 
BECK, A.P. '86 
BECKWITH, Mrs P.G. '83 
BECKWITH, P.M. '79 
BEDWELL, J.L. '86 
BEEVOR, A.R. '58 S 
BELL, J.D. '81 

BENNETT-POWELL, Miss K. '86 
BENTALL, K.C. '83 
BERENS, C.A.F. '84 
BERENS, Mrs J.M. '84 
BERNER, C.J. '71 
BERNER, Miss Sally '71 
BERNER, Miss Susan '69 
BERNER, Simon '71 
BERNER, T.J. '69 
BEVAN-JONES, Dr H. '54 S 
BEVAN-JONES, Dr T. *69 S 
BEVERIDGE, J.B.D. '86 
BEWERS, J.S.L. '68 
BINGHAM, B. '75 
BIRKETT, M.J. '81 
BIRKETT, R. '64 
BIRT, Mrs J.F. '86 
BIRT, M.CSt.J. '86 
BISHOP, Mrs J.A. '74 
BISHOP, T.D. '74 
BLACKBURNE, Miss A. '81 
BLACKWELL, Mrs J. '85 
BLEASDALE, N.J. '86 
BLISS, J. '86 
BLISS, Mrs V.R. '86 
BLOOM, A. '82 
BLOOM, Dr I. '62 RA 
BLUM, Miss C.M.J. '81 
BLUM, C.R. '81 
BLUM, R. '82 
BLYTH, Miss F.J. '72 
BLYTH, K. '80 
BLYTH, M. '80 
BLYTH, R.J.W. '71 GL 
BOGGIS-ROLFE, Mrs C.C. '86 
BOGGIS-ROLFE, N. '86 
BOLTON-CARTER, Miss H.J. '83 
BOLTON-CARTER, Mrs J. '56 S 
BONAS, J.H. '80 
BONAS, I.G. '79 
BONAS, Mrs K.A. '79 
BOORMAN, E.R.P. '81 
BORRADAILE, D.A. '85 
BOWN, P.A. '69 
BOWRING, W.S.B. '68 
BOWYER, Miss E.M. '77 S 
BOYES, C.R. '58 
BRADEN, Mrs C. '67 
BRASHER, C.W. '52 
BRASHER, H.W. '83 S 
BRET-DAY, T.L. '81 
BRIGHAM, E. '86 
BRIGHAM, P. '82 
BRINDLEY, Miss B. '75 
BROCK-HOLLINSHEAD, R. '59 

HM SGL 
BROMLEY, S. '83 
BROOKE, Miss B. '75 
BROOKE, Mrs S. '78 
BROOKE-TAYLOR, D.C. '70 
BROOKE-TAYLOR, S. '70 
BROOME, E.M. '86 

BROOME, Mrs P. '86 
BROWN, G.F.C. '86 
BROWN, Lt.Col M.C. '82 
BROWN, Miss J.E. '83 
BROWN, L. '85 
BROWN, Mrs V. '61 RA SL 
BROWNING, P. Benson '68 G RA 
BRUCE, Cdr. P. '85 
BRUNNER, T.B.H. '73 
BUCHANAN, Mrs C '76 
BUCK, R.J. '82 
BUCKLEY-SHARP, I. '82 
BULBECK, Miss S. '85 
BULLOCK, G.P. '59 S 
BULTITUDE, Miss J. '84 
BURNFORD, Mrs M.M. '60 S 
BURNS, N.D. '82 
BURR, C.S. '84 
BUTCHART, A.D. '70 
BUTCHART, D.J. '70 RA 
BUTCHART, Miss G. '84 
BUTCHER, Miss G. '75 
BUXTON, J.B. '61 

CADBURY, Mrs R.J. '83 
CADBURY, R.N. '83 
CADZOW, LA. '83 
CAIRNS, Miss K.B. '72 GL 
CAIRNS, Mrs P. '84 
CALDWELL, P.L. '86 
CALLANDER, Major J.H. '86 
CALLANDER, Mrs M. '86 
CALLANDER, R. '86 
CAMPBELL-GRAY, Mrs I. '52 
CAMPBELL-GRAY, I. '70 
CAMPBELL-GRAY, R. '84 
CAMPBELL-GRAY, T.J. '84 
CAMPBELL-PRESTON, 

Lt.Col R.M.T., OBE, MC '71 
CAMPIONE, Mrs B. '84 
CANNON, Mrs C.S.L. '84 
CANNON, M.CSt.J. '84 
CARLING, Miss D.L. '81 
CARLING, R.I. '81 
CARMICHAEL, Mrs H. '76 HM 
CARNEGIE, Dr C.M.D. '80 
CARRUTHERS, R.B. '85 
CARRUTHERS, S.M. '85 
CARTER, Dr I.D. '65 
CARTWRIGHT, P. '86 
CARTWRIGHT, Mrs W. '86 
CAULFEILD, B. '25 FM S HM 
CAVANAGH, H.P. '81 
CAWTHORNE, C.B. '60 S 
CAWTHORNE, R.S. '63 S 
CECIL, Hon C. '59 S 
CHAD WICK, R. '71 
CHAPMAN, G.E. '72 
CHAPMAN, Mrs H.D. '75 
CHILDS, Miss A.V.M. '85 
CHILDS, Miss J.I.D. '85 
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CHILDS, R. '72 
CHILDS, Miss S. '75 
CHILVERS, A.D. '86 
CHIVERS, Mrs W.N. '57 
CHRISTOPHERSEN, Miss I. '64 

RA SL 
CHRISTY, Miss A.S. '86 
CHRISTY, S.J. '86 
CLAPPERTON, A.W.F. '71 
CLAPPERTON, G.A.F. '86 
CLARABUT, Mrs D.M. '80 
CLARABUT, Miss D.M. '80 S 
CLARABUT, D.S., DSC '56 
CLARABUT, P.G. '80 
CLARABUT, Miss T. '80 S 
CLARABUT, Cdr. G.S.C., DSO, 

DSC, RN '55 
CLARKE, Dr J.C.D. '84 
CLARKE, Mrs C.G. '80 
CLARKE, J.R. '80 
CLARKE, R.C. '80 
CLARKE, R.S. '80 
CLAYTON-JONES, C. '80 
CLAYTON-JONES, Miss K. '80 
CLEAVER, G.N.S. '58 S GL 
CLEGG, P.H.A. '85 
CLIFF, P.B. '77 
CLIVE, J.E. '79 
CLOUGH, G. '57 S 
CLOUGH, Miss N. '64 
COCKERELL, B.J. '80 
COCKERSOLE, Dr F.J. '76 
COCKERSOLE, Mrs F.J. '76 
COLDREY, Mrs M.R. '79 
COLDREY, W.G. '79 S 
COLE, C.V. '81 
COLE, D.O. '81 
COLE, J.L. '81 
COLLETT, A.M. '54 RA 
COLLINGRIDGE, C.J. '81 
CONGLETON, The Lord '56 S HM 
COOK, Miss H.J. '71 
COOKE, R.S. '80 
COOPER, D.G. '76 
COOPER, M. '75 RA 
COOPER, M.J. '84 
COPELAND, R.S.C. '54 S 
COPPEN, G.C.V. '69 
COPPLE, Mrs P. '85 
CORNELIUS, N.R. '65 S 
CORNELIUS, R.S. '36 
CORNWALL, D.C. '70 
CORNWELL, D.J.M. '80 
COTTAM, Mrs P.S.P. '69 
COTTON, P.E. '58 
COX, Mrs 
COWAN, Cdr P.B., RN '37 
COWDY, Miss N. '55 S 
CRABBE, C.B. '82 
CRANE-ROBINSON, Prof C. '78 
CRANE-ROBINSON, Mrs E. '80 
CRANE-ROBINSON, M. '80 
CRANE-ROBINSON, S. '78 
CRIDLAN, A.G. '58 S 
CRIDLAN, J.G. '59 
CRITCHLEY-WARING, A. '48 S SL 
CROCKETT, J.J.E.R. '83 
CROCKETT, Dr R.E. '83 
CROKER, A.P. '82 
CROSSLEY, J. '79 
CUMBERLEGE, L. '57 RA 
CUNDY, D.H. '68 S 
CURLING, D.A.B. '83 
CURRIE, Mrs K. '80 
CURRIE, M. '72 RA 

CURRIE, Miss M. '74 S 
CURRIE, N. '70 S 
CURWEN, Miss E.C. '83 
CURWEN, J. '83 
CUTLER, Dr T.P. '69 
CUTTING, C.G. '84 

DALE, J.G. '81 
DALZELL, A.V.H. '71 
DALZELL, Mrs E.B. '71 
d'AMBRUMENIL, D.P. '50 
d'AVANZO, Mrs V. '59 
DA VIES, Miss A.E. '86 
DAVIES, Miss G.M. '86 
DAVIES, R.M. '82 
DAVIES, S.J. '86 
DAVIES, J.E.J. '84 
DAVIES, P.A.J. '84 
DAVIES, Mrs W. '84 
DAVYS, Dr M. '81 
DAWSON, J. '74 
DAY, A.N.B. '74 S 
DE BENDERN, J.G. '79 
DE BENDERN, Miss S.G. '79 
DE KLEE, MrsM. '51 S SL 
DE KLEE, Col. M.P. '86 
DELAP, J.S. '66 
DELINGPOLE, M.H. '85 
DELINGPOLE, Mrs '85 
DENNE, T.G. '84 
DENNE, Mrs V.M.H. '84 
de POURTALES, A.L. '82 
de POURTALES, Miss C.E.D. '82 
de POURTALES, J.A. '81 
DEUCHAR, R. '86 
DEVERELL, Mrs D.R. '82 
DEVERELL, S.R.L. '82 
DEWAR, S. '85 
DEWEY, Prof J.F. '84 
de WINTON, A.C.P. '84 
DICKINSON, Mrs C.J.S. '84 
DIXON, Mrs M.I. '31 
DOBELL, R.T.J. '73 
DOBSON, Miss E.A. '73 
DOBSON, Miss J.K. '76 RA 
DOBSON, W.S. '73 RA 
DOLLAR, D. '56 S 
DONATI, Mrs P.M.G. '83 
DOREY, Miss J. '86 
DOWSON, Miss R.P. '80 
DOWSON, W. '80 
DOWTY, G.E. '65 5 
DOYLE, W.D.D. '85 
DRAKE, A.D. '62 
DREW, Lt.Col A.S.G. '57 RA SL 
DRURY, R.G. '86 
DRURY, Mrs T. '86 
DRYLAND, N.H.H. '68 
DRYSDALE, Miss H. '84 
DRYSDALE, J. '84 
DUCKETT, J. '82 
DUCKWORTH, J. '80 
DUNLOP, J.N. '86 
DUNLOP, R.F. '63 
DUNSEATH, Mrs C. '73 
DU PON, Mrs S.J. '66 S 
DURLACHER, R.F. '51 
DYOSS, P.J. '86 

EASDALE, Miss F. '69 G 
EASDALE, H.T. '68 
EDMONDS, C.H.H. '70 
EDMONDS, R.E.H. '50 S P 
EDMONDS, Mrs S. '58 5 P 
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EDWARDS, N.J. '85 
EDWARDS, Mrs S.P. '74 
EMMOTT, S. '80 
EVANS, J.T. '84 

FAIRBROTHER, Dr J.R.F. '77 5 
FAIRBROTHER, Mrs L. '80 
FALCONER, J.K.R. '76 
FARTHING, P.J. '84 
FERGUSON, Miss C. '84 
FERGUSON, W.J. '82 
FERGUSON, S.S. '65 S HM 
FERGUSSON, J.A. '76 
FICK, Mrs V.A. '81 
FIELD, Miss F. '62 G SL 
FIELDING, M.C. '76 
FINNIGAN, B.W. '29 
FITZPATRICK, Mrs D. '82 
FITZPATRICK, J.J. '82 
FITZPATRICK, P.T. '82 
FITZPATRICK, T. '82 
FLEETWOOD, R.E. '85 
FLETCHER, K. '55 
FLETCHER, R.M.F. '84 
FLETCHER HILL, Mrs R.M. '84 
FORD, Mrs F. '85 
FORD, M.J. '85 
FORDHAM, J.R.W. '80 
FOSTER, D.K.D. '46 5 
FOSTER, Hon. Mrs '62 
FOX, J.W.R. '46 S 
FRAME, J.S. '85 
FRANCE-HAYHURST, Mrs E.V. 'f 
FRANCIS, F. '84 
FRANKLIN, A.J. '70 
FRANKLIN, D.E. '70 
FRANKLIN, Miss F. '79 
FRANKLIN, R.C.G. '70 
FRANKLIN, Dr O.G. '79 
FREEMAN, C.R. '80 
FREEMAN, Mrs H.M. '58 
FREEMAN, J.D.M. '78 
FREUND, Miss A.H. '83 
FREUND, C.R. '81 
FREUND, Mrs E.J. '69 
FREUND, E.P. '64 S 
FUCHS, M. '73 
FUSSINGER, D. '81 
FUSSINGER, J-C. '81 
FUSSINGER, Miss M. *81 

GACHOUD, M.C. '81 
GALICA, Miss D., MBE '60 

G GL 
GALT, J.M. '84 
GAMBLE, Mrs D.K. O'N. '70 S 
GAMBLE, P.C.D. '82 S 
GARBER, Mrs L. '82 
GARDNER, Miss J. '83 
GARDNER, N.H.N., FRCS '50 

G GL 
GARDNER, Mrs J., MB, BS '54 S 
GARDNER, M.N. '86 
GARDNER, R.E., DSC '33 HM G 

GL 
GARDNER, RJ.E. '80 
GARNHAM, F. '38 S 
GARRETT-JONES, Miss C. 83 
GARVEY, W.F.B. '85 
GASKELL, S.V. '57 
GATES, E.F. '68 
GATES, R.F. '68 RA 
GAUNT, D.A. '83 
GAUNT, D.P.K. '83 
GAUNT, N.J. '83 



IMPERIAL LONDON HOTELS LIMITED 
IMPERIAL PRESIDENT BEDFORD TAVISTOCK COUNTY ROYAL NATIONAL 

The Imperial Hotel with 450 bedrooms and 
Conference rooms to suit all occasions. 

All Hotels are centrally located and competitively priced 
4500 beds: Singles £23.00 to £45.00 Twins £34.00 to £56.00 
inclusive of English breakfast, service and VAT. All 
bedrooms with private bathroom and colour TV except 
County Hotel. Shortbreak holiday weekend promotions, 
tailored conference packages. New Royal National 
Conference Suite — over 15,000 sq. ft. 

WINE BY THE CASE 
Specially imported from our own vineyard in Lussac St. Emilion, 
Bordeaux 
Chateaux La Croix de Grezard from £36 per case including delivery in 
London. For details ring the Banqueting Division. 

Central Reservations and information Banqueting Division: 
01-278 7871 01-837 3655 
Telex: 263 951 Rusimp London 

ILH Swiss Representative: Zurich (01) 2514276 Telex: 54397 Moore CH 

Rates subject to alteration without notice 
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GAVRON, R. '84 
GEORGE, L.C.T. '86 
GEPFERT, P.R. '83 
GIBBS, Air Marshal Sir Gerald,, 

KBE, CIE, MC '37 
GILBERT, R.J. '60 S 
GILBERT, Mrs R. '64 
GILLIGAN, Mrs A.E.R. '28 HM S 
GILMOUR, J.R. '84 
GLAZEBROOK, N.C. '86 
GLEADON WARE, H. '85 
GLEADON WARE, J.H. '85 
GLOVER, K. '83 
GLOVER, Mrs V. '83 
GODFREY, Mrs L.C. '83 
GODFREY, P.N.H. '83 
GODFREY, W.H.S. '83 
GOLDBERGER, Mrs M. '70 HM S 
GOLDSMITH, Mrs J.M. '79 
GOODACRE, J.M.K. '83 
GOODACRE, Mrs Y.S. '83 
GORDON, A. '73 
GRAHAM, C. '85 
GRANT, A.L. '69 RA 
GRANT, Miss I. '75 
GRANT, Miss S. '81 
GRANT, J.M.G. '78 
GRAVES, C.A. '81 
GRAVES, Miss J.R. '81 
GREEN, R.W. '72 
GREENHALGH, P. '85 
GREENHALGH, Mrs R. '85 
GREENING, J.W. '83 
GREENOUGH, Mrs A. '86 
GREENOUGH, C. '86 
GREENWOOD, Miss S. '83 
GREGOR, Mrs C M . '86 
GREGOR, Z. '86 
GREGORY, A. '85 
GREGORY, Mrs E. '85 
GREGSON, M.D. '75 
GRIFFITH, A. '68 S 
GRIFFITH, Mrs J. '68 
GRIFFITH, Miss C.A. '75 
GRIFFITH, W.A.L. '75 
GROGONO, J.L. '84 
GUNN, Miss A.S. '84 
GUNN, Miss I.D.M. '84 
GUNN, J.H. '84 
GUNN, Miss N.A. '84 
GUNN, Mrs R.S. '84 
GUNTON, Miss J.C. '83 
GUTHRIE, J. '62 
GUTHRIE, J.D. '81 
GUY, Lt.Gen Sir Roland '83 
GUY, Lady '83 
GYLE-THOMPSON, D. '83 
GYLE-THOMPSON, Mrs P. '83 

HACKETT, R.S. '81 RA 
HADRILL, Mrs M.V. '83 
HAEBERLI, D.C. '84 
HAEBERLI, Mrs J.M. '68 
HAINES, Mrs B.A. '36 
HALL, G.R. '67 
HALL, M.J. '52 
HALL, M.W. '85 
HALL-SMITH, M.C.W., '81 
HAMER, Mrs H.S.O. '78 
HAMER, Miss C.L. '83 
HAMILTON-SHARP, G. '55 
HAMILTON-SHARP, Mrs M.I. '66 
HAMILTON-SMITH, D.B. '56 
HAMILTON-SMITH, P.L. '30 5 
HAMLYN, K.H. '83 

HAMMICK, C.C.W. '82 
HAMPTON, E.F. '60 S 
HANDLER, Dr C. '82 
HANDLEY, Miss G. '83 
HANDLEY, Miss J. '83 
HANDLEY, R. '83 
HANDLEY, Mrs S. '83 
HANDLEY, S. '83 
HANLIN, Mrs J.J. '39 G GL 
HARDEN, G.R.St.C. '82 
HARDING, P.R. '85 
HARDWICK, J.R. '80 
HARDWICK, S.T. '83 
HARGREAVE, Miss B. '76 
HARGREAVE, J.M. '54 S 
HARGREAVE, I.E. '83 
HARGREAVE, T.B. '83 
HARNETT, Miss A.M. '71 
HARNETT, J.C.B. '71 RA 
HARRISON, Mrs E.M.B. '67 
HART, O.W. '61 RA S 
HART, Mrs V. '67 RA 
HARTLEY, Dr J.M. '80 
HARTLEY, R. '83 
HARVIE, C.B. '81 
HARVIE, Mrs J.A.V. '81 
HARVIE, M.J. '81 
HARVIE, R.A. '81 
HARVIE, Miss S.C. '81 
HASTIE, J.A. '78 
HATCHER, M. '82 
HATTON, Dr J.A. '85 
HAWKE, E.G. '86 
HAYDON, Miss E.F. '85 
HAYDON, N.C. '85 
HAYES, N. '84 
HAYES, S. '84 
HAZELL, C.W.M. '65 
HEAD, Miss H.G. '84 
HEAD, P. '82 
HENSMAN, Hon Mrs '51 P S 
HENSMAN, P.R.W. '75 
HEPBURN, Mrs J. '66 
HERMON-TAYLOR, C.G. '86 
HERVEY, Mrs F.M. '62 S 
HERVEY, Miss S.A. '85 
HESSIAN, T.P. '86 
HEWITT, C. '81 
HIBBERT, N.S. '83 
HICKSON, Miss C.L. '84 
HILL, G.C. '86 
HILLEARY, Mrs A.S.D. '52 G GL 
HILLMAN, Dr F. '84 
HIRSCH, R. '86 
HOARE, Mrs E.'49 S 
HOARE, M.R. '59 S 
HOBBS, P.A. '82 
HOGG, Hon W.N.McG. '62 S 
HOLDEN, W. '82 
HOLLINGSWORTH, R.D. '50 S 
HOLLINGTON, A.J. '57 S 
HOLLINGTON, Mrs A.J. '57 S 
HOLLINGTON, Miss P.A. '84 S 
HOLLINGTON, S.A. '79 5 
HOLLINGWORTH, J.M. '76 S 
HOLMES, Mrs H. '82 
HOLMES, J.R. '82 
HOLMES, N.R. '82 
HOLMES, T.C. '82 
HOLMES, Miss H.L. '76 
HOLMES, Miss M.L. '71 RA 
HOLMES, Miss S.E. '71 
HOLMES, T.J. '71 
HOLT, D.A. '84 
HOOD, B.J. '68 

HOOD, Mrs P. '71 
HOOTON, A. '83 
HOOTON, Miss L. '83 
HOOTON, M.J. '83 
HORDERN, A.C.S. '84 
HORSLEY, Miss K.L. '85 
HOSKINS, Miss J.A. '75 
HOUDRET, Mrs G.E. '83 
HOUDRET, M.P., '83 
HOUGH, M. '84 
HOULBROOKE, C.J. '84 
HOULT, C.W. '86 
HOULT, F.W. '65 
HOWARD, Rev Canon M.C. '80 
HOWARD, M.F. '84 
HOWGEGO, R. '84 
HOYLE, Mrs T.A. '60 
HUGGINS, P.S. '46 
HUGGINS, W.'86 
HULSE, E.S.W. '52 S 
HUMPHRYES, A.C. '72 
HUMPHRYES, A.S. '73 
HUNNEX, Miss S.J. '85 
HUNNISETT, Mrs J. '83 
HUNNISETT, P.T. '83 
HUNT, The Rt.Hon Lord '74 HM 
HUNT, R.B. '83 
HUNTER, Brig J.A., DSO, OBE, 

M.C. '69 
HUNTER, Mrs C. '79 
HUNTFORD, R. '68 HM 
HUTCHINSON, C.W. '84 
HUTCHINSON, Mrs K.E. '84 

IERONIMO, Mrs V.E. '72 
INGALL, R. '82 
INGALL, Mrs S. '82 
INGRAM, Mrs S.W. '65 
INMAN, Mrs P. '86 
INSTONE, Mrs M.M. '59 RA 
INVERARITY, R.J. '85 
IRELAND, Major I.R. '67 
IRELAND, R.I.A. '65 RA 
IRELAND, Miss S. '63 RA 
IREMONGER, W.A. '65 
IRVINE, D.C. '84 
IRVINE, S.D. '84 

JACKSON, Lt.Col L.F.W. '28 G HM 
JACKSON, M.J. '70 
JACKSON, Dr R. '85 
JAMES, A.R. '80 
JAMES, Miss C.M.E. '86 
JAMES, T.E.H. '86 
JAMES, R.J.E. '82 
JAMIESON, D. '58 S 
JAMIESON, Mrs H.M. '56 S 
JAMIESON, V.C. '75 
JANSON, J. '49 5 
JARVIS, F.A. '57 S 
JELLY, A.B. '85 
JELLY, Mrs J. '85 
JENKINS, D.H.R. '83 
JENNINGS, D.W. '73 
JENNINGS, S.A. '77 
JOANNIDES, P.J. '85 
JOCHUM, Miss A. '76 SL 
JOHNSTON, W.S. '50 S 
JOHNSTONE, C.W. '55 
JONES, Mrs D.C. '76 
JONES, M.A. '76 
JONES, Miss N.J. '80 
JONES, P.S. '76 
JONES, G.A.C. '55 S 
JONES, Miss L.M. '83 
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JONES, P.H.I. '54 
JONES, R.E.G. '81 
JOSS, Dr D.V. '85 

KAUFMAN, B. '69 
KAUFMAN, Miss V. '72 
KAY, Mrs J. '83 
KAY, N.R.M., TD, FRCS '83 
KAYE, G. '83 
KEELING, G. '68 
KELLETT, R. '70 
KELLY, Grp.Capt D.P., RAF *71 
KELLY, H.C. '84 
KELLY, W.J. '57 
KENNEDY, N.R. '79 
KENT, P.J. '80 
KENT, Mrs S.P. '80 
KENWARD, Mrs B. '50 HM S 
KEOWN, Mrs T. '55 S 
KERR, A. '82 
KERSHAW, E.J. '83 
KERSHAW, Mrs R.L. '83 
KHAN, S.A. '81 
KILBORN, A.J. '86 
KILBORN, Mrs J.M. '86 
K.ILVERT-MINOR-ADAMS, Miss 

J.E. '85 
fURWAN-TAYLOR, P.R. '47 RA GL 
K.ITTERMASTER, A.P.S. '83 
K.ONIG, G. *70 
<UNZER, P.J. '65 

L.AKE, Mrs B. '74 
AKIN, Mrs D. '67 S 
AKIN, M.S. '86 
AMBERT, A.M. '83 
ANCASTER, C.H.G. '81 
ANCASTER, Miss J.R. '85 
ANCASTER, Mrs R.P. '73 
ANGLANDS, Major C.J.G. '65 
ARRINAGA, Lt.Col R. de T.D. '71 
ATIMER, A.M. '82 
ATIMER, J. '63 S 
ATIMER, J.M. '63 RA SL 
AURIE-WALKER, Mrs A.J. '78 S 
AVERS, A.G. '55 
AWRANCE, Dr R.J. '84 
AWSON, P.B. '68 
EACH, P. '83 
EATHAM, Miss C. '86 
EATHES, Maj.Gen R.C. de M. '64 
HM S 
EAVENS, Miss S-A. '85 
E COQ, Miss A. '86 
E COQ, Major J.A.G. '75 S 
E COQ, Mrs S.J. '49 
EE, J.P. '83 
EE, P.A. '85 
EFORT, A.H.E. '86 
EESE, Miss C.H. '39 
EUW, C.N. '86 
EWIS, R.C. '82 
EWITT, Mrs M. '76 
EWTHWAITE, Mrs D.R. '62 
RA G GL 
IDDELL, A.C. '75 
IDDELL, P.D.O. '39 
IGHTFOOT, P.M. '68 S 
ILLINGSTON-PATERSON, J.J.L. 
'81 
IPSCOMB, Dr A.P. '84 S 
IPSCOMB, Mrs P.J.B. '63 S 
ISTER, D.A. '81 
IVERSIDGE, D. '81 
LOYD, R.H. '83 

LLOYD OWEN, M. '86 
LOBOZZO, A. '70 RA 
LOCKHART, H.S. '76 
LOEPER, Miss J.M. '84 
LONIE, CD. '85 
LONIE, E.D. '85 
LONIE, Mrs J.A. '85 
LONIE, J.D. '85 
LONIE, N.A. '85 
LORKIN, Miss A. '84 
LOVEDAY, M.J. '72 S 
LOWE, M.H.C. '83 
LUDOVIK, F.P. '84 
LUNN, Lady '63 HM S 
LUNN, P.N. CMG, OBE '63 

HM S 
LUXMOORE-ROSS, Mrs B. '81 S 
LYON, E.R. '56 

MAAS, J.J. '84 
MAAS, R.N. '80 
MABEY, B.G. '63 S 
MABEY, Miss F.C. '81 
MacALISTER, Dr I. '79 
MACFARLANE, A. '79 
MACFARLANE, Miss S. '75 
MacGREGOR, D.S. '84 
MacKENZIE, H.S. '84 
MACKINTOSH, A.W. '75 
MACKINTOSH, Miss Z.A. '75 
MACKINTOSH, C.R.D. '53 G GL 
MACKINTOSH, D. '46 RA GL 
MACKINTOSH, Mrs P. '51 S 
MACKWORTH-YOUNG, Sir Robin 

KCVO '81 
MacLEAN, Mrs E.J. '86 
MacLEAN, R.W.B. '86 
MacLEAN, R.A. '78 
MacMICHAEL, I.M. '84 
MACPHERSON, Miss K. '77 
MACPHERSON, Miss M. '76 
MACREADY, Miss A. '81 
MACREADY, Sir Nevil '81 
MACREADY, Lady '81 
MacSWINEY, Miss A.J. '84 
MANDER, Mrs J. '85 
MANDER, R.E. '85 
MANDER, S. '85 
MANDER, Miss S. '85 
MANGER, S.M. '81 
MANNELL, D.F. '86 
MANSFIELD, D.S. '78 
MANSFIELD, Miss L. '81 
MANSFIELD, R. '78 
MARCHANT, R. '74 
MARIE, J.E. '68 
MARLAND, E.D. '84 
MARRIOTT, J. '67 
MARRIOTT, Mrs T.R. '67 
MARSH, R.D. '86 
MARSHALL, Mrs J.A. '77 
MARSHALL, Miss V.L. '73 S 
MARSHALL, W.J. '82 
MARSHAM, C.G.B. '67 S 
MARTIN, Mrs A. '72 
MARTIN, E.B. '72 
MARTIN, C.B. '84 
MARTIN, Mrs J.H. '68 S 
MARTIN, R.H. '71 
MARTIN, S.R. '84 
MARTINEAU, Mrs E.J. '84 
MARTINEAU, J.D. '81 
MARX, Mrs M. '49 S 
MASTERS, R.K.H. '85 
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MATHESON, R.M. '74 
MATHESON, Dr R.M. '78 
MATHEWS, J. '76 
MATHEWS, Mrs J. '76 
MATHIAS, Miss D. '73 S 
MATHIAS, J.C. '74 
MATTHEWS, R.B., CBE '66 
MAW, Miss D.S. '85 
MAXLOW-TOMLINSON, Mrs A. 

'82 
MAXLOW-TOMLINSON, P.C. '82 
MAYER, N.R. '85 
MAYSON, Miss C. '79 
McCANN, Miss J. '76 
McCANN, S.R. '76 
McCORMICK, I.W. '58 G GL 
McCORMICK, N.A. '58 S 
McCREATH, C.W. '82 
McEWAN, Mrs C. '54 G GL 
McGILVRAY, D.R. '86 
McHARDY, I.R. '84 
McHARDY, Miss M.J. '84 
McINTOSH, P.A. '82 
McKENZIE, Miss F.J. '77 
MEAD, A.Y. '84 
MEER, Mrs D.J. '84 
MEER, D.S.J. '84 
MEER, D.W.J. '84 
MEER, Miss S.A. '84 
MEERES, B.N. '78 
MELLOR, Mrs E. '72 
MERZ, Mrs J. '74 
METHVEN, Lady '81 
MEW, A.J. '83 
MEW, Mrs C. '83 
MEW, C.J. '83 
MEW, J.R.C. '69 
MEW, M.G. '82 
MEW, W.J.R. '82 
MEWBURN, J.R. '82 
MICHAEL, P. '66 
MICHELL, Dr D.R. '59 S 
MILLARD, Mrs G. '76 
MILLER, Miss M.E. '57 S 
MILLER, M.J.R. '86 
MILLS, Miss H.V. '81 
MILLS, Miss J.M. '81 
MILLS, Miss M.C. '81 
MILLS, W.S. '81 
MITCHELL, Flt.Lt. A.N. '59 RA 
MITCHELL, C.A.J. '59 RA SL 
MITCHELL, Mrs S.A. '70 
MOIR, I.J. '83 
MOIR, R. '81 
MOLLETT, P.C.P. '56 S 
MOLLET-BLACK, Mrs L.A. '62 
MONRO, Dr D.M. '79 
MONRO, F.L. '73 
MONTGOMERY, A.C.V. '71 S 
MOORE, Miss C.A. '83 
MOORE, G.K.J. '86 
MOORE, G.R. '82 
MOREL, Mrs S.R.V. '77 
MORRIS, Mrs T. '86 
MORRISON-SCOTT, Sir Terence '34 

S 
MOWBRAY, C.A. '82 
MULLENS, R.M. '65 
MUMFORD, Mrs B. '71 
MURPHY, Miss E.A. '83 
MURPHY, Miss P. '58 G GL 
MURRAY, A.F. '81 
MURRAY, H.R.W. '82 
MURRELL, D.M. '85 
MYLES, Mrs M.L. '65 
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HO-TV-BBC 1 
21-30 HRS 7-1-87 

" O N T H E P I S T E . " 
Elsewhere in the journal you will find odd mentions of the TV programme that 

features the DHO. As we go to press, the programme is 57 minutes long, it is called 
"On The Piste" and is scheduled for broadcast on BBC 1 at 9.30 pm on 

7-1-87. All of these details are quite likely to change, but feel free to call our 
publicity officer Freddie Whitelaw on 0244-310322 (office hours) nearer the above 

date for up-to-date information. 

OO0G7 DHD OO0G3 DHD 
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NAPIER, J. '84 
NAPIER, Miss J. '84 
NELSON, A.L. '81 
NESS, Mrs S. '56 S 
NEWBALD, Mrs J.A. '81 
NEWLYN, H.S. '83 
NEWMAN, T. '71 
NICHOLSON, J. '66 
NICHOLSON, R.R.V. '56 
NIEMEYER, A.J.T. '59 
NUTTALL, P. '77 

O'CONNOR, Miss M.M. '85 
ODLING, Col C.J., TD '25 

P FM HM S 
O'DOHERTY, D.P.W. '86 
O'HALLORAN, J.P. '85 
OLZAK, Dr S. '83 
ORCHARD, W.R.H. '78 
ORME, C.E. '81 
ORME, Mrs L.M. '81 
ORMOND, Mrs A. '84 
ORMOND, James '84 
ORMOND, Julian '84 
ORMOND, Miss L. '84 
ORMOND, Miss S. '84 
ORMROD, Mrs J.A. '86 
ORMROD, K.R. '86 
ORR, G.W.M. '67 
ORR, R.G. '33 
ORR, P. '79 
ORR, Mrs V.I. '79 
OSBORNE, J. '75 
OSBORNE, Mrs J. '75 
OWEN, Mrs V. '65 

PADFIELD, H.K. '77 
PADFIELD, Dr N.L. '83 
PAGE, E.J. '74 
PALMER, L.W. '74 
PANTER, Mrs A. '73 
PANTER, D. '59 
PARISH, C.H.W. '82 
PARKER, P.D.N. '82 
PARKER, Capt T.O. '46 
PARKER-SWIFT, A. '82 
PARKER-SWIFT, Mrs D. '82 
PARKER-SWIFT, Miss L. '82 
PARKER-SWIFT, R. '82 
PARKER-SWIFT, S. '82 
PARKS, Mrs B. '81 
PARKS, C.E. '62 RA 
PARKS, D.A. '62 RA SL 
PARKS, Mrs H.M. '63 
PARSON, D.J. '84 
PARSON, Mrs M.M. '84 
PARSONS, Mrs A. '54 RA SL 
PARSONS, C D . '68 
PASCALL, R.J. '84 
PASSMORE, A.W. '74 
PASSMORE, Miss A. '74 
PATERSON, Mrs D.M. '72 
PATERSON, Miss J.M.L. '81 
PATERSON, R.A. '68 
PAXTON, J.N. '50 S 
PAXTON, P.G. '54 
PAYNE, G.D. '84 
PAYNE, M.H.D. '84 
PEARCE, M.H. '78 
PEARSON, Mrs A.C. '82 
PEARSON, Matthew '83 
PEARSON, Michael '83 
PEARSON, R. '83 
PEARSON, Mrs S. '67 
PEMBERTON, J.W. '85 

PENNEFATHER, J.K. '33 S 
PENNELL, Mrs C. '78 
PENNELL, D. '78 
PENROSE, G.S.E. '77 
PENRUDDOCK, M.A. '86 
PERCY, Miss J.M. '81 
PERROTT, R.E. '63 
PERSHKE, M.A.C. '61 
PETTMAN, Mrs C. '72 S 
PETTMAN, N.R.A. '84 
PHILLIPS, Mrs C. '80 
PHILLIPS, C M . '82 
PHILPOTT, F. '81 
PHILPOTT, Mrs F. '81 
PICK, Miss C.S.A. '83 
PICK, Miss S.P. '83 
PICK, T.C. '83 
PINCKNEY, Mrs B. '50 S 
PINCKNEY, D. '60 S 
PINNELL, Miss R.B. '86 
PITCHERS, B.K. '79 
PLAUT, Dr G.S. '63 
POLATCH, J.W.H. '83 
POLLOCK, Sir George Bt. '46 

RA SL 
POPE, Miss M.E. '85 
PORTWAY, Miss D.L.M. '58 
POTTER, I.M.D. '84 
PRATT, Mrs E. '65 RA 
PRATT, N. '85 
PREST, R.J. '85 
PRICE, D.T. '71 S 
PRIDEAUX, B.K.C '84 
PRIOR-PALMER, G.A. '79 
PRIOR-PALMER, H.J. '77 

RABY, Mrs S.L. '78 
RAEBURN, Maj.Gen Sir Digby, 

KCVO, CB, DSO, MBE '60 G GL 
RAEBURN, Lady '61 G GL 
RAMPTON, J.M. '54 S 
RANKIN, Mrs A.J. '46 S 
RANKIN, Miss S.H. '85 
RANKIN, Mrs A. '70 5 
RANKIN, J. '68 
RASPIN, G.J. '84 
RASPIN, Mrs R.M. '84 
RATNAGE, I .C '80 
RATNAGE, Mrs P.A. '80 
RAYSON, G.N. '84 
READ, N.H. '78 HM 
REDMAYNE, Miss C. '81 
REDMAYNE, G. '81 
REDMAYNE, Sir Nicholas Bart. '77. 
REDMAYNE, Lady '79 
REES, Mrs J.J. '82 
REES, R.S.O. '81 
REES, S.G.O. '85 
REEVE, Miss S. '83 
RICHARDSON, J.H. '81 
RICKFORD, Mrs J.A. '83 
RICKFORD, Dr W.J.K. '79 S 
RIDDELL, J. '72 HM S 
RIGBY, Dr A.J. '57 G GL 
RIPLEY-BENNETT, Mrs J. '83 
RITCHIE, D. '84 
RITCHIE, Mrs E. '84 
RITCHIE, D.F. '54 
ROBERTS, C. '86 
ROBERTS, Mrs S. '86 
ROBERTSON, Major H.F. '52 
ROBERTSON, J.M. '86 
ROBERTSON, Mrs S. '52 
ROBERTSON, J.H. '68 
ROBINSON, Miss H. '76 

ROBINSON, K.G. '81 
ROBINSON, P.N. '80 
ROBINSON, Mrs R.E. '80 
ROBINSON, Mrs S.L.B. '65 5 
ROBSON, Mrs J. '68 
ROGERS, Mrs M. '36 S 
ROGERS, M.S. '46 S 
ROGERS, Miss P.J. '86 
ROGGENDORFF, S.A.V. '74 
ROMER, J.E. '76 S 
ROMER-LEE, C. '68 
ROOM, K.G. '72 
ROSE, Mrs M.A. '85 
ROSS, A.A. '74 S 
ROTH, J. '79 
RUMBALL, Miss J. '84 
RUSSELL, Lt.Cdr D.F., RN '86 
RUSSELL, J.R. '81 
RUSSELL, Mrs P.J. '86 
RUSTIN, Mrs L. '77 
RUSTIN, R.E. '71 
RYAN, C.J. '80 
RYAN, CM. '83 
RYAN, Brig D.F., OBE '63 S 
RYAN, D.F., 2nd Lieut RA '83 
RYAN, J.M. Capt QARANC '84 
RYAN, Mrs S.A., JP '63 
RYAN, H. '71 
RYLANDS, Mrs J.A.Y. '83 

SALISBURY-JONES, R.A. '74 
SANDELL, Miss E.C. '81 
SANDILANDS, A.P. '85 
SCOONES, Rev R.P. '78 S 
SCOTT, J.R. '82 
SCOTT, Miss M.A. '69 RA SL 
SCOTT, N. '70 RA 
SCOTT-GRAHAM, P.J. '75 
SCRIBBANS, D.H. '62 S 
SCRIBBANS, Mrs S. '76 
SECCOMBE, H.L. '67 
SEILER, Mrs V. '75 
SEVERNE, Capt M.M.W. '37 
SHAND, R.J. '85 
SHARMAN, S. '83 
SHAW, J. '85 
SHAW, Miss R-J.B. '85 
SHAW, M.J. '84 
SHEPPARD, C.E. '57 
SHUTTLEWORTH, R.J.C '81 
SIENESI, J.P. '83 
SILLS, T.M. '73 
SIMMERS, Mrs J. '85 
SIMONS, G.K. '80 
SIMONS, N. '80 
SIMONS, R.H. '80 
SIMPSON, Mrs S. '70 S 
SIMPSON, W.I. '86 
SLATER, P. '80 
SMALLS, I.C. '77 
SMITH, A.D. '67 
SMITH, A.G. '85 
SMITH, A.M.H. '83 
SMITH, C.T. '82 
SMITH, G.A. '83 
SMITH, Dr L.D.R. '81 
SMITH, N.L. '78 
SMITH, N.S.G. '81 
SMITH, R.S. '67 5 
SNOWDEN, A.C, MBE '73 
SNOWDEN, Mrs V.M. '73 
SOMERVILLE, H. '79 S 
SOMERVILLE, Mrs H. '60 G SL 
SPENCE, J.G.L. '81 
SPENCER, M.G. '82 
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IPITZLEY, Mrs D. '63 RA 
IPURWAY, C. '81 
IPURWAY, H.J. '70 
IPURWAY, G.C. '84 
IPURWAY, M. '81 
IPURWAY, Miss K.M. '84 
IPURWAY, Mrs R. '62 S 
IQUIER, J.A. '68 
ITAEGER-FOLLET, Mrs T. '58 S 
ITANBRIDGE, Mrs S.S. '83 
ITANDRING, R.E. '83 
ITANFORD, Mrs J.E.O. '64 S 
ITAPLES, H.A.J. '73 
iTARKIE, R.A. '81 
ITATON, R.L. '71 
iTEBBING, Mrs P.S. '58 S 
iTEPHENS, W. '86 
iTEVENS, Lt.Cdr. L.G., VRD, 
I ARICS, RNR '85 
iTEWART, G.C., MC '74 HM S 
ITIRLING, Mrs P. '58 S 
flTOCKWELL, Mrs B. '39 S GL 
STUART, N.S.J. '86 
kTUART-SMITH, D. '82 
BUTHERLAND, Miss A. '81 
[SUTHERLAND, B.W., CBE '72 
BUTHERLAND, Mrs H. '72 
BUTTON, F.G., MC '77 
BYME, Mrs B. '70 

TAIT, T.T. '85 
TANNER, A.R. '82 
TANNOCK, J.C. '85 
fTANNOCK, M.C. '83 
TANTON, D.A. '73 
TAPLIN, R. '86 
TAPPER, Miss A. '80 
TATE, Miss S.J. '83 
TAYLOR, Sir Charles '39 S 
TAYLOR, J.J.K.. '60 G 
TAYLOR, J.E.J. '34 S 
TAYLOR, P.K. '85 
TEDBURY, J.S.J.H. '71 S 
TEDBURY, Mrs L. '75 
TERRELL, Mrs B. '85 
TERRELL, P. '85 
THIRTLE, R. '84 
THOMAS, Mrs A. '70 
THORP, H.M.B. '59 S 
THORP, C.R. '74 
THORPE, Mrs. R. '36 
TILLETT, M.B. '67 
TOPHAM, Mrs R. '62 S 
TROUGHTON, Mrs S. '67 RA SL 
TROWBRIDGE, A. '82 
TROWBRIDGE, Mrs M. '82 
TRUSSLER, R.C. '78 
TUCK, Major R.F., RM '65 RL 
TUCKER, Mrs S. '55 RA 
TURNER, G.J. '84 
TURNER, Col. W.A. '69 
TURNER, Mrs Z. '63 
TYNAN, M.J. '49 

UPTON, J.E. '84 
UPTON, M.J. '56 
USBORNE, Mrs G. '85 
USBORNE, R. '85 
USHER, P.M. '74 
USHER, Miss S.M. '75 

Van ZALINGE, Mrs B.D. '68 
VICKERS, D.A. '85 
von ERLACH, Mrs S. '82 

WADDILOVE, Miss S. '53 
WADE, Mrs A. '53 
WADE, N.D. '84 
WADE, S.A. '84 
WADE, J.A.V. '78 
WAGHORN, Mrs A.L. '60 5 
WAGHORN, E.G.D. '82 
WAGHORN, J.D.D. '60 P S 
WAGHORN, R. '83 
WAGHORN, Miss T.A. '82 
WAGHORN, W.J.D. '82 
WALDUCK, A.H.E.P. '85 
WALDUCK, H.R.H. '58 S 
WALDUCK, N.S.P.D. '85 
WALDUCK, Mrs E.R.W. '52 
WALDUCK, T. '58 S 
WALDUCK, S.H. '65 S 
WALDUCK, Mrs V. '86 
WALEY, Mrs P.J. '63 S 
WALFORD, Mrs S.R. '73 S 
WALKER, M. '84 
WALKER, Mrs M.S. '85 
WALLIS, C.N. '74 
WALLIS, Miss T.A. '71 RA 
WARD, Lt.Col R.E.H., MC '37 
WARREN, Miss S.A. '84 
WASDELL, C.N.E. '86 
WASDELL, D.C. '86 
WATERHOUSE, D.H. '86 
WATERHOUSE, Mrs J.A. '86 
WATHERSTON, J.M. '74 
WATSON, B.B.C. '81 
WATSON, Miss F.J. '86 
WATSON, Mrs I.H. '69 
WATSON, Rev T.P. '86 
WAXMAN, P.A. '80 
WAY, Miss P. '82 
WEBSTER, J. '53 S 
WEINER, Major J.M. '51 S 
WEINER, Mrs S.A. '62 S 
WESTBY, E.A.C. '46 S 
WHEATON, Miss B. '83 
WHEELER, M.J. '80 
WHEELER-CARMICHAEL, T.M. 

'71 
WHEW AY, R.C. '66 S 
WHITE, Miss D.M. '86 
WHITE, T. '86 
WHITE, J.D.C. '71 
WHITE, J.M. '85 
WHITE, Mrs J.M. '83 
WHITE, Lt.Col P.J. '73 S 
WHITE, R.W. '80 
WHITE, T.H. '67 
WHITEHOUSE, J.W. '85 
WHITELAW, F.W.D. '72 S 
WHITHOUSE, M.J.N. '85 
WILDER, N.B.S. '66 S 
WILKINSON, Mrs B. '62 
WILKINSON, D.G.B. '59 RA 
WILKINSON, M.D.G. '80 
WILLES, D.W. '46 S 
WILLIAMS, A.A.M. '84 
WILLIAMS, P. '85 
WILLIAMS, S.C.D. '60 S 
WILLIAMSON, P. '81 
WILLIAMSON, S. '85 
WILSON, A. '85 
WILSON, D.A. '64 
WILSON, Mrs M.E. '72 
WILSON, Miss EJ.R. '81 
WILSON, G.W. '81 
WILSON, Major K.P.L. '36 
WILSON, O.F. '48 S 
WINTERBOTTOM, M.J. '82 
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WINTERBOTTOM, Miss S.E. '82 
WITTON, T.A. '83 
WOLSTENHOLME, Dr A.G. '67 
WOODHALL, M.J. '78 
WORTLEY, D.J. '82 
WRIGLEY, J.H., FRCS '83 
WRIGLEY, Mrs M.C. '83 
WYLD, G.C. '83 
WYLDE, R. '70 

ZIEGLER, J.F.Z. '65 
ZVEGINTZOV, A.D.J. '84 
ZVEGINTZOV, P D. '79 S 
ZVEGINTZOV, N. '86 
ZVENGINTZOV, Mrs R.M. '86 

FOREIGN MEMBERS 
ABBUHL-BORTER, Frau M.L. '47 

HMS 
AGEMA, Dr R. '69 

BAERMANN, Frau S. '83 
BAERMANN, W. '83 
BASCI, P. '82 
BAUMANN, A. '47 HM S 
BEETS, Mrs M.L. '67 S 
BELDI, H. '77 HM S 
BINOTH, '84 HM 
BIRKHAUSER, Frau N. '58 
BLASKOPF, H. '59 
BLEEKEMOLEN, H.J.M. '70 S 
BLICKLING, S. '75 
BOEKDRUKKER, H. '79 
BOLAND, Mrs M.G. '69 
BOOTH, Dr R.E. '76 
BORGERS, E.G. '71 
BORGERS-KLASING, Mrs S. '82 
BRUNNER, M. '63 
BUCHECKER, M.J. '86 
BUHLMANN, E. '50 HM S 
BUHLMANN, E.B. '82 
BURKHARDT, J-P. '85 
BURKHARDT, Mrs M. '85 

CEVAT, D.H. '59 
CLADDER, F.H.B. '82 
CLADDER-van HAERSOLT, 

Mrs T.I. '80 
CONNOR, Mrs S. '46 
COOK, M. '72 
COVA, A. '57 S 
COVA, Frau '79 HM 
COVA, Frl S. '65 
CUBBY, Mrs B. '59 

DATWILER, I.R. '86 
DATWILER, Mrs M. '86 
DEDI, W.C. '81 
de la PALME, D. '84 
DE LESSEPS, A. '86 
DELGAY, M. '67 
DENIS-BUEHLER, Frau K. '64 RA 
DETERMEYER, Miss D.C. '85 
DEVOLZ, A. '53 
DEVOLZ, Mme C. '75 
DUDOK van HEEL, R. '71 
DU PON, G.P. '64 RA 

EWING, F.H. '78 

FELDMAN, P.Z. '71 
FISCHER, Cdr C.F. '67 
FISCHER, Miss C. '70 
FISCHER, H. '70 



FREUND, D.N. '63 S 
FRICK, R. '84 
FUCHS, F. '83 HM S 
FUCHS, F. '62 HM S 
FUCHS, K. '46 HM S 
FUCHS, K. Jnr '75 S 
FUCHS, Frau S. '75 
FUCHS-GERTSCH, Frau E. '61 HM 

S 

GALLAGHER, C M . '58 RA 
GERBER, B. '62 HM S 
GERTSCH, C. '84 
GERTSCH, Edward '61 HM S 
GERTSCH, Frau E. '82 HM 
GERTSCH, Ernst '30 HP S 
GERTSCH, Frau Ernst '70 HM 
GERTSCH, V. '79 HM S 
GERTSCH, F. '62 HM S 
GERTSCH, Oskar '52 HM S 
GERTSCH, U. '64 HM S 
GILTAY-NYSSEN, Mrs L. '60 
GRAEFF, Mrs A. '85 
GRAEFF, H. '85 
GRAF, M. '64 HM S 
GREINACHER, Conte B.R.de '86 

HAESLER, A. '70 
HARTLEY, W.R. '67 
HELLER, Mrs R. '79 HM 
HIRNI, Dr R. '73 HM 
HIRNI, Frau Dr '82 HM 
HOEFFELMAN, R. '69 
HONORE, A. '62 
HRONES, S. '72 
HUENI, Mrs J.L. '82 
HUENI, Miss N. '80 
HUNGERBUEHLER, Frau E. '80 5 
HUNGERBUEHLER, H-U. '79 S 

JEANNERET, O.C.P. '63 

KAMMER, M. '85 
KAUFMAN, R. '78 
KENT, Mrs E. '78 
KERRY, RJ. '56 
KIRSTEIN, Mrs B. '83 
KONZETT, B. '48 HM S 
KOSTER, J. '63 S 

LAUENER, S. '49 HM S 
LAUGHLIN, J. '50 S 
LEHNER, Frau Dr R. '51 S 
LIEBETHAL, U. '69 
LOBOZZO, D. '72 
LOUIS, S. '76 
LOVEDAY, Mrs U.E. '73 5 
LUKOWSKI, P. '63 S 

MARAGGIA, M. '63 
MAUERHOFER, Dr Med A. '50 S 
MAUERHOFER, R. '50 S 
McINTIRE, A.B. '61 
METSCHIK, N. '50 5 
MEYER, H.W. '63 HM S 
MICHEL, G.A. '61 S 
MITARACHI, C. '58 
MOLITOR, K. '46 HM S 

MOLITOR-MEYER, Frau '60 HM S 
MOLITOR, Mrs L. '85 
MOLITOR, R. '85 
MULDENS, J.B. '86 
MUSSAT, R. '36 HM S 

NICHOLS, Dr G. '72 
NORALL, P.S. '83 

OETIKER, Frau Dr '36 HM S 
OETIKER, Frau Dr Z. '39 HM S 
O'MEARA, Mrs '70 

PAIN, W. '70 
PERLER, H. '56 HM S 
PEUTHERT, H. '68 
PIER, G. '82 
PIER, Mme L. '82 
PLESMAN, J. '64 
PLOZZA, F. '79 HM 
PRENGER, K.B. '83 
PRENGER-KYMMELL, Mrs '85 
PRINSEN, H.P. '72 

RAATS, J.C.T. '71 
REINERT, Mile. M. '48 HM S 
REYNOLDS, Mrs A. '69 
REYNOLDS, M.T. '69 
RICHARDSON, A.C. '81 
RIESEN, F. '86 
RUBI, A. '37 HM S 
RUBI, Frau A. '37 HM S 
RUBI, C. '30 HM S 
RUCH, P. '61 HMS 
RUPP, Frau N. '71 

SCHERTENLEIB, Frau A. '63 HM 
SCHERTENLEIB, T. '72 
SCHLETTI, W. '68 S 
SCHLUPPI, Mrs E. '74 
SCHMID, M. '68 
SCHOCH, M.H. '70 S 
SCHOCH, Frau M. '70 5 
SCHWABE, Prof. U. '68 5 
SEILER, R. '68 S 
SHAW, A. '54 S 
SIEBER, C. '70 
SIEBER-FEHR, Frau U. '52 5 
SLAGER, G.J. '80 
SLAGER, Mrs M-A. '80 
STAEGER, F. '52 HM S 
STALLER, C.V. '76 
STAUFFER, D. '77 
STEARNS, D.M. '75 
STETTLER, Dr Med A. '69 HM 
STRATEN-WAILLET, Baroness 

van der '36 
STRENGHOLT, L. '86 
STRENGHOLT-AMMERLAAN, 

Mrs A. '86 
SUCHY, Frl. I. '69 S 

TERLINDEN-REUTTER, M. '57 5 
THIRIET, H. '70 

UHLER, O.M. '74 
ULMANN, R.E. '86 

VAN der ERVE, Miss C. '83 
VAN der ERVE, Mrs I. '83 
VAN der ERVE, M. '83 
VAN der ERVE, R. '83 
VAN de STEEN de JEHAY, 

Comte G. '55 S 
VAN EEGHEN, E.H. '73 
VAN EEGHEN, Mrs E:H. '73 
VAN SOEST, G.J. '80 
VAN SOEST, Mrs E.H. '80 
VAN ZALINGE, H. '80 
VOGUE, Comte G. de '33 5 
VOGUE, Comtesse de '33 5 
von ALLMAN, Frau M.M. '82 
von ALLMAN, P. '82 
von ALLMEN, H. '74 
von ALLMEN, O. '64 HM S 
von ALLMEN, Frl. W. '64 RA 
von ALMEN, A. '82 
von ALMEN, C. '82 
von ALMEN, K. '57 HMS 
von ALMEN, Frau K. '79 HM 
von ALMEN, Frau F. '36 HM S 
von ALMEN, Frau F. Jnr '49 HM S 
von ALMEN, Frl K. '82 

WALPOTH, B. '70 
WEBER, C.E. '69 
WEBSTER, Mrs C. '74 
WEERS, Mrs M.C. '64 
WELTI-GERTSCH, Frau '76 HM 
WILEY, J.H. '37 HM S 
WYRSCH, R. '64 S 
WYSS, S. '83 
WYSS, Mrs T. '83 

YOUNG, N.R. Jnr '57 

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 
BARKER, Capt O.C. '46 
BEALE, Mrs P. '65 
BUTCHART, J.D. '70 
CAVANAGH, Mrs H.Y. '81 
CLARABUT, Mrs G.S. '65 
DUERR, H. '62 
EYTON-LLOYD, Major R. '84 
FICK, A.C.A. '81 
HALL, Mrs J.E. '79 
HARGREAVE, Mrs M.I. '79 
JONES, D. '73 
LANE, Hon Mrs '55 HM 
LATIMER, Mrs B. '66 
LAW, Lt.Col J.F. '70 
LIGHT, Mrs B.M. '60 
LOBOZZO, Mrs M.B. '77 
MAAS, Mrs A.A. '78 
MAAS, J. '78 
MELLOR, J.T.P., MC, TD, DL, '79 
PHILLIPS, B. '80 
REID, Mrs V.S. '72 
STEVENSON, G.W. '80 
THORP, Mrs D. '65 
WALKER, J. '77 
WALTERS, Mrs M.J. '68 
WEBSTER, Mrs A.V. '63 
WILSON, Mrs R.A. '79 
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The civilised way to go on t 

BERNE and 
ZURICH 

ABERDEEN and I 

BERGEN, OSLO and ST 

/ V INNSBR 
Dan-Air's networ 

put you on the slope 
ski resorts. 

Our low cost exc 
ofthese routes, ma 
proposition. 

So if you'd like to 
manner, take off on 

Forfurther detai 
or ring Dan-Air on 01 

IJA 
SCHEDUL 

We're 



BETWEEN YOU AND THE MOUNTAIN 

( L n top performance skiing, every 
race, ever run, is a test of personal 

achievement You. your ability, and 
your drive, in a rugged, no-holds-

barred contest between you and the 
mountain. You need all the confidence 

you can get... and all the performance yoi 
bindings can offer. No binding can guarantee 

absolute protection in every circumstance, but 
between you and the mountain, you 've got Ihe 

Salomon S747 Equipe to help reduce your risk of 
injury. A binding with more shock absorbing power than 

any other binding you can buy. And with its MUL Tl-
CONTROL design, many potentially dangerous forces 

instead can work for you to actively assist release. 
This Salomon innovation helps release values stay as 
constant as possible in multidirectional twisting falls. 

And when you 're testing your personal limits, that kind of 
precision can add a big plus to your confidence. So this season 

put the Salomon S747E... between you and the mountain. 

SALOMON 
FOR THE COMPETITOR IN US ALL 

Remember, lor Ihe best service, look lor Ihe ski shop that displays Ihe Salomon Certified Dealer sticker. 


